Introduction {#s1}
============

Mature seeds are the endpoint of embryogenesis and highly resistant structures. In angiosperms, seed development is initiated after a double-fertilization event, which produces the endosperm and the zygote. Arabidopsis mature seeds consist of a desiccated and highly resistant embryo surrounded by a single cell layer of endosperm and an external layer, the testa, consisting of dead integumentary maternal tissues. The endosperm nourishes the developing embryo as both tissues develop. The endosperm is triploid, bearing two maternal genomes and one paternal genome, whereas the zygote is diploid, bearing one maternal and one paternal genome.

Seed germination is a developmental transition that transforms the embryo into a fragile seedling. Unsurprisingly, this process is tightly controlled ([@bib34]; [@bib49]). Primary seed dormancy, hereafter referred to as 'dormancy', is a property of freshly produced seeds whereby seed germination does not occur even under otherwise favorable germination conditions ([@bib8]). Dormancy is a vital trait that prevents germination out of season while maintaining the embryo in a protected state within the dry seed. As they age, dry seeds lose dormancy, a process known as dry after-ripening, i.e. they acquire the capacity to germinate under favorable germination conditions. The time period of dry after-ripening required before the seed acquires the capacity to germinate can be used to define the dormancy levels stored in seeds ([@bib8]). Unsurprisingly, the trait of dormancy varies markedly among plant species, including among *Arabidopsis* accessions, with important consequences in plant ecology, phenology and agriculture ([@bib4]; [@bib14]; [@bib41]; [@bib32]; [@bib42]). Indeed, different *Arabidopsis* accessions produce seeds with low or high dormancy levels. Low dormancy accessions need only a short dry after-ripening time to acquire the capacity to germinate upon imbibition, unlike highly dormant accessions.

Final seed dormancy levels are strongly influenced by the climatic conditions experienced by the mother plant. In particular, cold temperatures lead to higher final dormancy levels in *Arabidopsis* mature seeds ([@bib22]). Interestingly, this response is maternally controlled, and involves the genes *FLOWERING LOCUS C* (*FLC*) and *FLOWERING LOCUS T* (*FT*) ([@bib10]; [@bib9]).

Abscisic acid (ABA) is a growth-repressive hormone that is essential to repress the germination of dormant seeds ([@bib11]; [@bib1]). Furthermore, upon imbibition, ABA stimulates the expression of *LATE EMBRYONIC ABUNDANT* (*LEA*) genes, whose products promote osmotolerance, and inhibits embryonic lipid catabolism ([@bib30]; [@bib31]; [@bib35]; [@bib13]).

In *Arabidopsis*, the endosperm is essential to repress the germination of dormant seeds. Indeed, removing the testa and endosperm upon dormant seed imbibition triggers growth and greening of the embryo ([@bib6]; [@bib29]). Furthermore, removing the testa while leaving the endosperm layer surrounding the embryo does not trigger embryonic growth ([@bib6]). A 'seed coat bedding assay', monitoring the growth of dissected embryos cultured on a layer of dissected endosperms with the testa still attached, showed that the endosperm of dormant seeds is able to block embryonic growth by continuously synthesizing and releasing ABA towards the embryo ([@bib27]). In fully after-ripened seeds, the endosperm ceases to release sufficient ABA upon imbibition, thus allowing germination to take place ([@bib27]).

In summary, dormancy is a multi-faceted process in which, upon seed imbibition, (1) embryonic growth is repressed, (2) utilization of at least part of the seed's food reserves is repressed and (3) osmotolerance gene expression programs are stimulated.

Imprinted gene expression, also called genomic imprinting, is the preferential expression of a given parental allele over the other. Such parent-of-origin gene expression is observed in both mammals and flowering plants, which share the habit of nourishing the embryo through a sexually derived tissue ([@bib37]). In *Arabidopsis*, genomic imprinting was found and studied in the endosperm during seed development ([@bib15]). Given the endosperm's nourishing role, it is often regarded as a plant equivalent of the mammalian placenta. The kinship or 'parental conflict' theory is often proposed to account for the evolutionary origin of imprinting ([@bib18]). Nevertheless, the evolutionary forces that led to imprinting remain obscure ([@bib40]).

Dormancy levels can be maternally regulated ([@bib10]; [@bib9]). However, the general nature and extent of the maternal control of seed dormancy remain poorly characterized. The occurrence and biological role of endospermic imprinting in *Arabidopsis* mature seeds has not been investigated previously. Given the central role played by the mature endosperm in preventing the germination of dormant seeds, we investigated whether genomic imprinting could be implicated in maternal inheritance of primary seed dormancy. Here, we provide direct evidence that the maternal inheritance of seed dormancy does indeed involve dormancy-specific genomic imprinting programs that take place in the mature endosperm.

Results {#s2}
=======

Maternal inheritance of seed dormancy levels {#s2-1}
--------------------------------------------

When cultivated under standard laboratory conditions, *Arabidopsis* accessions Cape Verde Islands-0 (Cvi) and C24 (C24) produce seeds with high and low dormancy levels, respectively. Cvi seeds require a longer dry after-ripening time than C24 seeds to acquire the capacity to germinate. To assess whether seed dormancy levels are determined by parental inheritance in these accessions, we measured the dormancy levels of F1 hybrid seeds generated after reciprocally crossing Cvi and C24 plants. F1 hybrid seeds produced by C24 mother plants (with a Cvi pollen donor) are referred to as C24xCvi F1 seeds and those from Cvi mother plants (with a C24 pollen donor) as CvixC24 F1 seeds ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Following a short after-ripening period (five days), C24, Cvi, and F1 seeds were unable to germinate 72 hr after seed imbibition ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, a long dry after-ripening period (6 months) led to full germination of all seed groups ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). An intermediate after-ripening time (25 days) led to full germination of C24 seeds but not of Cvi seeds, consistent with their different natural seed dormancy levels ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, C24xCvi F1 seeds almost fully germinated, unlike CvixC24 F1 seeds, indicating that C24xCvi F1 seeds are less dormant than CvixC24 F1 seeds ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In all cases where seeds were dormant, removal of the testa and endosperm triggered embryonic growth, consistent with previous results ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib6]; [@bib27]).10.7554/eLife.19573.002Figure 1.Maternal inheritance of seed dormancy.(**A**) Histograms depicting percent germination of C24, Cvi, C24xCvi F1 and CvixC24 F1 seed populations after-ripened for short (five days), intermediate (25 days) or long (six months) time periods. Germination was scored after 72 hr of seed imbibition (4 replicates, n = 150--200, \*\*p\<0.01, \*\*\*p\<0.001, Student's t test). Pictures show intermediately after-ripened C24, Cvi, C24xCvi F1 and CvixC24 F1 seeds 72 hr after imbibition (upper panel) and the respective embryos (lower panel) following testa and endosperm removal 4 hr after seed imbibition. (**B**) Same as (**A**) using C24^tet^, Cvi^tet^, C24xCvi^tet^ F1 and CvixC24^tet^ F1 seeds. (**C**) Same as (**A**) with Col, Cvi, ColxCvi F1 and CvixCol F1 seeds that were not after-ripened (No aft.-rip) or after-ripened for short (10 days), intermediate (20 days) and long (six months) time periods.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.002](10.7554/eLife.19573.002)10.7554/eLife.19573.003Figure 1---figure supplement 1.Procedure for assessing CvixC24 F1 and C24xCvi F1 hybrid seed production, dry after-ripening and seed germination.A Cvi mother plant pollinated with C24 pollen produces CvixC24 F1 seeds, whose endosperm cells bear two Cvi maternal genomes and one C24 paternal genome. C24xCvi F1 seeds are obtained by performing the reciprocal cross. CvixC24 and C24xCvi embryo cells bear one Cvi genome and one C24 genome. The testa is composed of dead integumentary maternal tissue, which is homodiploid Cvi (Cvi/Cvi) and C24 (C24/C24) in CvixC24 and C24xCvi seeds, respectively. Freshly harvested F1 hybrid seeds are dry after-ripened for short (five days), intermediate (25 days) or long (six months) time periods. At the end of each after-ripening period, F1 hybrids seeds are imbibed and germination is scored 72 hr after imbibition.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.003](10.7554/eLife.19573.003)10.7554/eLife.19573.004Figure 1---figure supplement 2.Procedure for the assessment of CvixC24^tet^ F1 and C24xCvi^tet^ F1 hybrid seed production, dry after-ripening and seed germination.Same as [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"} except that CvixC24^tet^ and C24^tet^ are used as pollen donors. The resulting CvixC24^tet^ F1 hybrid seeds have endosperm cells bearing two Cvi maternal genomes and two C24 paternal genomes, whereas and C24xCvi^tet^ F1 hybrid seeds have endosperm cells bearing two C24 maternal genomes and two Cvi paternal genomes.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.004](10.7554/eLife.19573.004)10.7554/eLife.19573.005Figure 1---figure supplement 3.Maternal inheritance of seed dormancy.Pictures show intermediately after-ripened Col, Cvi, ColxCvi F1 and CvixCol F1 seeds 72 hr after imbibition (upper panel) and the respective embryos (lower panel) following endosperm removal 4 hr after seed imbibition.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.005](10.7554/eLife.19573.005)

Similar observations were made with CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds generated after reciprocally crossing Cvi plants with the low dormancy accession Columbia-0 (Col) ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 1---figure supplement 3](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"}).

At least for the particular ecotypes studied here, these observations indicate that hybrid F1 seeds tend to inherit dormancy levels more akin to their maternal genotype, which necessitates the endosperm's germination repressive activity. Maternal inheritance of dormancy levels could be due to several factors including: (1) a purely maternal effect whereby the Cvi maternal plant tissues impose higher dormancy to the seed progeny; (2) an endospermic gene-imprinting effect; (3) a gene expression dosage effect resulting from the endosperm's parental genome imbalance, which favors the maternal genome (2 maternal vs. 1 paternal genome, [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). In the last case, duplication of maternal dormancy genes would impose a pattern in their expression more akin to the maternal genotype. These three possibilities are not mutually exclusive and could therefore all be valid.

To assess the contribution of endospermic gene dosage effects, we used tetraploid Cvi-0 (Cvi^tet^) and C24 (C24^tet^) plants as pollen donors in crosses with normal diploid C24 and Cvi female accessions, respectively. These crosses produce hybrid C24xCvi^tet^ and CvixC24^tet^ F1 seeds containing a 2:2 Cvi to C24 genome ratio in endosperm cells ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}). Unsurprisingly, Cvi^tet^ seeds were more dormant than C24^tet^ seeds ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, CvixC24^tet^ F1 seeds were more dormant than C24xCvi^tet^ F1 seeds ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, presence of the endosperm was required to repress seed germination ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These data therefore indicate that the endosperm's natural maternal genome imbalance does not readily account for the observed inheritance in F1 seeds of dormancy levels akin to those of their maternal genotype ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This prompted us to explore whether F1 seed dormancy is associated with genomic imprinting in the endosperm of F1 seeds.

The mature testa contains insignificant amounts of mRNA relative to the endosperm {#s2-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Partial dissection of the endosperm, i.e. the isolation of the endosperm with the testa still attached to it, is a rapid and easy procedure. By contrast, full dissection of the endosperm, i.e. the isolation of the endosperm without the surrounding testa, is a challenging task because it requires peeling the testa, a delicate and lengthy procedure that more often than not wounds the endosperm. The testa originates from ovular integuments that undergo progressive degeneration and collapse during seed development. Electron microscopy studies reveal that the mature testa does not contain obvious traces of organelles, cytoplasm or nuclei ([@bib48]). Accordingly, researchers assume that the testa is not a significant source of maternal RNA contamination and thus that the partially dissected endosperm can be used as a source of RNA for endosperm transcriptomic studies ([@bib12]; [@bib29]).

We sought to verify that the testa is not a significant source of maternal mRNA contamination. Using WT seed material, total RNA was isolated from 40 partially dissected endosperms, 40 testas and 40 fully dissected endosperms in two independent experiments. To ensure maximal RNA recovery, a nucleic acid carrier was used for final RNA precipitation ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, Materials and methods). The concentration levels of RNA extracted from testas were below detection levels, unlike those from partially and fully dissected endosperm ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). 200 ng of RNA was used to construct partially and fully dissected endosperm cDNA libraries. Although testa RNA could not be detected in our RNA testa sample, we sought to construct testa cDNA libraries using avolume of RNA testa sample equal to that of the largest one used for the construction of the partially and fully dissected endosperm cDNA libraries ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, Materials and methods). Unsurprisingly, the resulting testa libraries contained concentrations of cDNA that were smaller than 25 fold than those in the partially and fully dissected endosperm ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). All cDNA libraries were subject to high-throughput sequencing and sequencing reads were mapped to the *Arabidopsis* genome. The total number of reads obtained with the testa sample was only about 1% of the read numbers obtained for the partially and fully dissected endosperm ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). By contrast, the read numbers of the partially and fully dissected endosperm samples were similar ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We compared the gene expression profiles between partially and fully dissected endosperm samples. Only 14 genes among 33,557 annotated genes were differentially expressed between the partially and fully dissected endosperm samples (p \< 0.05) ([Figure 2---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) (Material and methods). Among these 14 genes, seven are osmotic stress-induced genes whose expression was higher in the fully dissected endosperm relative to the partially dissected endosperm ([Figure 2---source data 2](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@bib23]; [@bib46]). The differential expression of these genes could be due to the lengthy testa peeling procedure, prior to endosperm isolation, which likely deprives the endosperm tissue of moisture. Similarly, among the 14 genes, two genes (*AT4G35100* and *AT1G62510*) were reported to be downregulated in response to osmotic stress and had higher expression in the partially dissected endosperm relative to the fully dissected endosperm ([Figure 2---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@bib23]; [@bib46]). Only *AT1G62510*, predicted to encode a seed-storage 2S albumin-like protein, had a substantial number of reads in the testa sample ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). This gene is expressed during seed maturation, suggesting that a maternal contamination could also account for its higher expression in the partially dissected endosperm relative to that in the fully dissected endosperm ([@bib46]).10.7554/eLife.19573.006Table 1.RNA concentrations and read number after RNA-seq using RNA isolated from partially dissected endosperm (with testa still attached to the endosperm), fully dissected endosperm, and testa.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.006](10.7554/eLife.19573.006)SampleRNA concentration ng/µl in 50 µl volumeTotal amount of RNA (ng)Volume of RNA sample used for library preparation (µl)cDNA library (ng/µl)Volume of library used for sequencingTotal mapped sequencing readsPartially dissected endosperm_A52504037.41.1639,097,682Partially dissected endosperm_B6.432031.2515.22.531,930,392Fully dissected endosperm_A735028.5716.42.539,862,912Fully dissected endosperm_B4.422045.4515.82.535,254,459Testa_A0045.450.372.5264,057Testa_B0045.450.592.5595,710

Altogether, these results confirm the notion that low amounts of mRNA are present in the testa relative to the endosperm and that the partially dissected endosperm of mature seeds can be used as a source of endospermic mRNA without a major concern of maternal mRNA contamination (see also below). Furthermore, the contamination of partially dissected endosperm samples with embryonic tissue is not a major concern ([@bib28]).

Dormancy-specific genomic imprinting in the endosperm {#s2-3}
-----------------------------------------------------

Hereafter, for simplification purposes and unless otherwise specified, we use the term 'endosperm' for 'partially dissected endosperm'.

ColxCvi and CvixCol F1 seeds were harvested the same day and after-ripened for 10 days (dormant seeds) or for two months (non-dormant seeds). Total RNA samples were extracted from the endosperms (n = 200) of dormant and non-dormant CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds 36 hr after seed imbibition ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). At this time, CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds have not yet germinated, even though ColxCvi F1 seeds are less dormant that CvixCol F1 seeds ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, 36 hr after imbibition is a time when the endosperm of ColxCvi and CvixCol F1 seeds ought to express the genetic dormancy programs controlling seed germination that are akin to their maternal genotype. The resulting cDNA libraries were subject to high-throughput sequencing and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were used to quantify the expression arising from Col and Cvi gene alleles (Materials and methods). The large majority of genes had a 2:1 ratio of maternal to paternal allele expression ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). Hundreds of genes had a high expression bias when present as either Cvi or Col alleles, consistent with the results of previous studies analyzing endosperm and embryo gene expression during early embryogenesis ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib33]; [@bib36]).10.7554/eLife.19573.007Figure 2.Dynamic changes in imprinted gene expression.(**A**) Seed treatment procedure used to isolate endosperm from seeds. CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds were after-ripened for short (10 days) or long (two months) time periods. RNA that was extracted from endosperm dissected 36 hr after imbibition was processed for RNA-seq and RT-PCR for Sanger sequencing analysis. (**B**) Overlap among maternally expressed imprinted genes (MEGs) and paternally expressed imprinted genes (PEGs) in the endosperm of dormant and non-dormant seeds and of developing seeds according to [@bib36]. (**C**) Sanger sequencing chromatograms at SNPs of selected genes. RNA from shortly after-ripened (Dormant) and fully after-ripened (Non-Dormant) CvixCol and ColxCvi endosperms were analyzed. Three Dormant-specific MEGs and two Non-dormant-specific MEGs and one MEG found in all data sets (Dormant, Non-dormant, and Early embryogenesis) are shown. Nucleotides at SNP sites are highlighted in red. (**D**) K-means clusters of dormant-specific MEGs expression levels. RNA samples extracted from endosperms of shortly after-ripened Col, ColxCvi, CvixCol, and Cvi seeds were analyzed. For each gene, expression levels relative to those found in ColxCvi endosperms are shown. (**E**) Gene expression profiles in response to cold treatment of the mother plants during seed development. Left panel: Mother plants exposed to cold temperature produce highly dormant seeds. Right panel: The pie charts group MEGs according to how their expression responds upon seed imbibition after the mother plant was exposed to cold temperatures. \'Down\' means that expression was downregulated more than two fold (p \< 0.05), \'Up\' means that expression was upregulated more than two fold (p \< 0.05).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.007](10.7554/eLife.19573.007)10.7554/eLife.19573.008Figure 2---source data 1.Genes that are differentially expressed between the endosperm+testa and endosperm samples.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.008](10.7554/eLife.19573.008)10.7554/eLife.19573.009Figure 2---source data 2.mRNA expression of MEGs in the testa+endosperm and endosperm samples.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.009](10.7554/eLife.19573.009)10.7554/eLife.19573.010Figure 2---source data 3.Imprinted genes in the endosperm of mature seed.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.010](10.7554/eLife.19573.010)10.7554/eLife.19573.011Figure 2---source data 4.mRNA expression of dormancy-specific MEGs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.011](10.7554/eLife.19573.011)10.7554/eLife.19573.012Figure 2---source data 5.Expression of MEGs in response to cold treatment during seed development.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.012](10.7554/eLife.19573.012)10.7554/eLife.19573.013Figure 2---source data 6.RNA-seq data for all genes for imprinting in the endosperm of mature seed.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.013](10.7554/eLife.19573.013)10.7554/eLife.19573.014Figure 2---source data 7.Resequencing of amplicons containing SNPs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.014](10.7554/eLife.19573.014)10.7554/eLife.19573.015Figure 2---figure supplement 1.Histograms depicting the read coverage for the *AT1G62510* and *AT4G35100* genes.These genes have higher expression in the endosperm + testa RNA sample relative to the endosperm RNA sample. The distribution of RNA-seq reads across the gene (schematized in blue) for each sample (endosperm + testa, endosperm and testa) are shown. Numbers indicate the read depth range (*AT1G62510 *--- 0--250; *AT4G35100* --- 0--10).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.015](10.7554/eLife.19573.015)10.7554/eLife.19573.016Figure 2---figure supplement 2.Ratio of maternal reads to duplicated paternal reads for endospermic mRNA isolated from CvixCol and ColxCvi F1.The charts display the log values of the ratio of maternal to duplicated paternal reads for each gene (blue dots).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.016](10.7554/eLife.19573.016)10.7554/eLife.19573.017Figure 2---figure supplement 3.Sanger sequencing chromatograms at SNPs of dormant-specific MEGs.RNA extracted from shortly after-ripened (Dormant) and fully after-ripened (Non-Dormant) CvixCol and ColxCvi endosperm was analyzed. Nucleotides at SNP sites are highlighted with red.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.017](10.7554/eLife.19573.017)10.7554/eLife.19573.018Figure 2---figure supplement 4.Imprinting of *FWA* is observed in the endosperm of mature seed.(**A**) Confocal images showing FWA-GFP localization in the mature endosperm of the reciprocally crossed F1 seeds. The images were made using confocal microscopy of female *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* x male *pDD65::mtKaede* (upper panels) and female *pDD65::mtKaede* x male *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* (lower panels) endosperms. Endosperm tissue autofluorescence and FWA-GFP fluorescence signals were captured through the band-pass filter for GFP (left panels). The endosperm cells were visualized by DIC optic (middle panels), and both images were merged (right panels). Although broad background fluorescence were visible in the cytosol in both directions of cross, some cells showed nuclear-localized green fluorescence that is only detectable in the female *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* cross. *pDD65::mtKaede* signals distributed with a speckle-like pattern (that probably corresponds to the distribution of mitochondria) in the cytosolic space of all cells. The low signal intensity might be due to the low expression level of *FWA* in mature seeds, especially in the Col-0 background ([Figure 2---source data 3](#SD3-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Bar = 20 μm. (**B**) RT-PCR detecting the *FWA-GFP* transgenic mRNA in the mature endosperm of F1 seeds. RNA extracted from endosperm dissected 36 hr after imbibition was analyzed by RT-PCR. *FWA-*GFP cDNA was detected in the endosperm of *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* x *pDD65::mtKaede* and *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* x Col F1 seeds but not in that of *pDD65::mtKaede* x *pFWA::dFWA-GFP and* Col x *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* F1 seeds. *ACT11* is used as a positive control.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.018](10.7554/eLife.19573.018)10.7554/eLife.19573.019Figure 2---figure supplement 5.Comparison of the gene expression profiles of Col and Cvi.Pie chart showing the proportion of differentially regulated genes (more than two-fold, p\<0.05) in endosperms of mature seeds of Col and Cvi upon imbibition.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.019](10.7554/eLife.19573.019)10.7554/eLife.19573.020Figure 2---figure supplement 6.Testa removal does not trigger the germination of highly dormant seeds that developed under low temperatures (10°C).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.020](10.7554/eLife.19573.020)

In the endosperm from dormant CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds, we identified 71 maternally expressed genes (MEGs) and 5 paternally expressed genes (PEGs) ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---source data 3](#SD3-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the endosperm from non-dormant CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds, we identified 50 MEGs and 8 PEGs ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---source data 3](#SD3-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Only 14 MEGs and 2 PEGs were present in both dormant and non-dormant data sets ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To further address potential maternal testa RNA contamination, we counted the read numbers of the identified MEGs in the testa cDNA library discussed above ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Among the 107 MEGs, only two (*AT4G00220* and *AT4G04955*) had at least one read ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). However, their total read number was less than 1-2% of that found in the partially or fully dissected endosperm cDNA libraries ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, as indicated above, none of the MEGs had expression levels that were significantly different between partially and fully dissected endosperm samples ([Figure 2---source data 2](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These data further strengthen the notion that maternal mRNA contamination from the testa is unlikely.10.7554/eLife.19573.021Table 2.Read numbers of the identified MEGs in testa, partially dissected endosperm (endosperm + testa), and fully dissected endosperm samples.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.021](10.7554/eLife.19573.021)TestaPartially dissected endospermFully dissected endospermAT4G002209603597AT4G0495532,1541,859

To validate the occurrence of imprinting, we performed RT-PCR on 17 MEGs and 2 PEGs in independent CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 endosperm material. Amplicons were sequenced by Sanger and MiSeq sequencing (see Materials and methods). The results confirmed the RNA-seq analysis ([Figure 2---figure supplement 3](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---source data 2](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the particular case of *FWA*, a previous report identified *FWA* genomic sequences as sufficient to confer maternal allele expression during embryogenesis in transgenic experiments ([@bib24]). The *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* line was reciprocally crossed with Col and a *pDD65::mtKaede* transgenic line in which GFP is localized in mitochondria (Materials and methods) ([@bib2]. Analysis of the F1 transgenic seed material confirmed the maternal expression of the *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* transgene in mature endosperm ([Figure 2---figure supplement 4](#fig2s4){ref-type="fig"}).

We compared the identified endospermic MEGs and PEGs with those reported during early embryogenesis using the same F1 seed material ([@bib36]). Only 6 MEGs and 3 PEGs found here were previously reported, including the MEG *FWA* ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib36]).

These results strongly suggest the occurrence of specific programs of endospermic genomic imprinting that take place upon seed imbibition. Furthermore, these imprinted gene expression programs appear to change according to seed dormancy levels. Given that dormancy is maternally inherited and given the small number of identified PEGs, we focused on studying dormancy-specific MEGs. Indeed, among the 57 dormancy-specific MEGs, seven were shown to regulate dormancy or germination, whereas another nine could potentially perform the same role based on current knowledge ([Supplementary file 1](#SD8-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and see below). By contrast, only three genes that directly (two genes) or indirectly (one gene) regulate germination were among the 36 non-dormant-specific MEGs ([Supplementary file 1](#SD8-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Dormancy-specific MEG expression can correlate with seed dormancy levels {#s2-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

We evaluated whether dormancy-specific MEG expression correlates with dormancy levels. Clustering analysis of gene expression levels revealed that among the 57 identified dormancy-specific MEGs, about half (26 out of 57) had expression levels that were negatively correlated with seed dormancy levels: Cvi seeds being the most dormant, followed by CvixCol F1, ColxCvi F1 and finally Col seeds, which are the least dormant (cluster 1 in [Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---source data 4](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Strikingly, the majority of MEGs (12 out of 16) that are involved or potentially involved in regulating seed germination belonged to cluster 1 ([Supplementary file 1](#SD8-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Other gene expression clusters did not show any apparent correlation between mRNA and seed dormancy levels (cluster 2 and 3, [Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, among all *Arabidopsis *genes only a minority (about 7%) had expression levels that negatively correlated with seed dormancy levels ([Figure 2---figure supplement 5](#fig2s5){ref-type="fig"}). These data therefore indicate that genes belonging to the dormancy-specific MEG group tend to have expression levels that correlate negatively with seed dormancy levels.

Cultivating *Arabidopsis* plants under low temperatures (10°C) increases final seed dormancy levels ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Using seed nicking experiments, a previous report indicated that the presence of an intact endosperm is necessary to repress the germination of highly dormant seeds produced under low temperatures ([@bib22]). Indeed, we observed that removal of the endosperm and testa, but not removal of the testa alone, triggered embryonic growth and greening ([Figure 2---figure supplement 6](#fig2s6){ref-type="fig"}). This demonstrates that the endosperm is also necessary to repress the germination of highly dormant seeds that developed under low temperatures.

Strikingly, among the 57 dormant-specific MEGs, about half (33) had their expression lowered when seeds developed under cold temperatures ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---source data 5](#SD5-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). By contrast, among the 36 MEGs identified in non-dormant seeds, only one had its expression lowered while the expression of the vast majority of genes was unchanged. Furthermore, the majority (23 out of 33) of the genes that were downregulated in response to cold belonged to the cluster 1 of genes whose expression negatively correlates with dormancy levels ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---source data 5](#SD5-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In summary, at least a third of dormancy-specific MEGs are involved or potentially involved in regulating seed germination. Moreover, about half of dormancy-specific MEGs have their expression correlated negatively with seed dormancy levels. Among the latter, most have their expression downregulated by cold during seed development, which increases mature seed dormancy levels.

We focused our attention on two MEGs, *CYSTEINE PROTEASE1* (*CP1*) and *ALLANTOINASE *(*ALN*). First, we investigated whether these genes play a role in regulating seed germination processes, which has not been investigated previously. Second, we asked whether their maternal allele expression in dormant seeds plays a role in implementing maternal inheritance in seed dormancy.

*CP1* encodes a predicted ortholog of radish DRCP26, which is involved in protein storage decay during the early phase of seed germination ([@bib43]). We found that *CP1* expression is stringently regulated upon seed imbibition according to seed dormancy levels and cold temperatures during seed development ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2---source data 5](#SD5-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, since food utilization and the imprinting phenomenon were proposed to be closely connected, we reasoned that *CP1* could be a candidate MEG governing seed food store utilization according to maternally inherited dormancy levels.10.7554/eLife.19573.022Figure 3.Low and preferential maternal *CP1* allele expression is prolonged in dormant seeds but not in non-dormant seeds.CvixCol F1 and ColxCvi F1 seeds were either not after-ripened (No aft.-rip.) or after-ripened for short (10 days), intermediate (20 days), and long (two months) time periods. Percent germination 2 and 5 days after seed imbibition is shown. RNA extracted from endosperm 36 hr after seed imbibition, i.e. prior to germination, was used for qPCR and RT-PCR for Sanger sequencing analysis. *CP1* expression levels relative to those found in the endosperm from CvixCol F1 seeds that had been after-ripened for an indicated time period are shown. *CP1* expression levels were normalized to those of *PP2A*. ND: no detection.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.022](10.7554/eLife.19573.022)10.7554/eLife.19573.023Figure 3---figure supplement 1.Low and preferential maternal *CP1* alelle expression is prolonged in dormant seeds but not in non-dormant seeds.CvixC24 F1 and C24xCvi F1 seeds were after-ripened for an intermediate time period (25 days). RNA extracted from seed coats 48 hr and 72 hr after seed imbibition, i.e. prior to germination, was used for qPCR and RT-PCR for Sanger sequencing analysis. Expression levels of *CP1* were normalized to those of *PP2A. CP1* expression levels relative to those found in CvixC24 F1 endosperms 48 hr and 72 hr after imbibition are shown. Pictures show C24xCvi F1 and CvixC24 F1 seeds that had been after-ripened for an intermediate time period (25 days) five days after imbibition.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.023](10.7554/eLife.19573.023)

Low and preferential maternal *CP1* allele expression is prolonged in dormant seeds {#s2-5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We studied in more detail the dynamics of *CP1* expression according to seed dormancy levels in CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds.

In absence of dry after-ripening, CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds were unable to germinate up to five days after seed imbibition. *CP1* mRNA could not be detected 36 hr after seed imbibition ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

After a short dry after-ripening period of 10 days, CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds did not germinate two days after imbibition but 60% of ColxCvi F1 seeds germinated five days thereafter while CvixCol F1 seeds did not. *CP1* mRNA expression could be detected 36 hr after imbibition in the endosperm of both CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds, and Sanger sequencing confirmed that it was preferentially maternal ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, *CP1* maternal allele expression was higher in the endosperm of ColxCvi F1 seeds than in that of CvixCol F1 seeds ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

We next considered an intermediate after-ripening time of 20 days, after which CvixCol F1 seeds were still unable to germinate 2 and 5 days after imbibition, unlike ColxCvi F1 seeds whose populations germinated at about 40% and 100%, respectively ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In CvixCol F1 seeds, *CP1* expression was higher than that in shortly after-ripened CvixCol F1 seeds ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, this expression remained preferentially maternal and lower than that in ColxCvi F1 seeds ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, *CP1* expression was no longer preferentially maternal in ColxCvi F1 seeds.

Finally, after a long after-ripening period of two months, *CP1* expression was similarly high and biallelic in both CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

These results confirm that *CP1* preferential maternal allele expression is only found in dormant seeds ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the expression levels of maternal *CP1* alleles correlate negatively with dormancy levels. As seeds lose dormancy, *CP1* preferential maternal allele expression is lost and *CP1* expression increases. Similar observations were made with CvixC24 and C24xCvi F1 seeds ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Relationship between seed dormancy levels and cruciferin proteins decay upon seed imbibition {#s2-6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*CP1* is predicted to regulate protein storage decay in *Arabidopsis* seeds ([@bib43]). Cruciferins (CRUs) are highly abundant storage proteins present in endosperm and embryos that can be detected by coomassie dye staining in SDS-PAGE gels ([@bib3]).

We first studied how seed dormancy levels affect protein storage decay using antibodies raised against CRUs and coomassie dye staining ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib21]; [@bib3]). In the absence of dry after-ripening, WT CRU levels in the endosperm remained constant over time upon seed imbibition, consistent with the dormant state of the seeds ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, in fully after-ripened seeds, endospermic CRUs levels rapidly decayed prior to germination ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). Following a short after-ripening period that does not fully eliminate seed dormancy, endospermic decay of CRU proteins and germination took place upon imbibition, but both processes were delayed relative to fully after-ripened seeds ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). Altogether, these results show that endospermic abundance of CRU proteins upon imbibition reflects seed dormancy levels.10.7554/eLife.19573.024Figure 4.*CP1* promotes the decay of CRU proteins.CRU protein decay is controlled through *CP1* maternal gametophytic alleles. (**A**) Endosperms from non-after-ripened (No aft.-rip.) WT and *cp1* seeds or from WT and *cp1* seeds after-ripened for short (three days) or long (two months) time periods were dissected at the indicated times after seed imbibition. Proteins isolated from the same number of WT (Col) or *cp1* endosperms were separated on SDS PAGE gels and probed with 12S antibody serum. The specificity of the antibody was confirmed using protein extracts isolated from the endosperm and embryo of the *cruabc* mutant ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). For a given after-ripening time, WT and *cp1* endosperm proteins were separated on the same SDS PAGE gel. An aspecific band is used as a loading control. Percent germination at each time-point after seed imbibition is indicated. Arrows indicate highly abundant cruciferin (CRU) proteins. (**B**) WTx*cp1* F1 and *cp1*xWT F1 seeds (obtained by reciprocally crossing WT (Col) and *cp1* plants) were subject to dry after-ripening treatments as in (**A**). For each after-ripening treatment, endosperms and embryos were dissected 36 hr after seed imbibition. Proteins isolated from the same number of endosperms or embryos were processed as in (**A**). Seeds obtained after crossing *cp1*/+ heterozygous mother plants with Col WT (+/+) pollen were after-ripened for a short time period (three days). Endosperms were dissected 36 hr after imbibition, whereas embryos were further cultured for later genotyping in order to distinguish endosperms according to their (i) +/+/+ or (ii) *cp1*/*cp1*/+ genotype. Endosperms with the same genotype were pooled. Proteins extracted from the two endosperm pools were processed as in (**A**).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.024](10.7554/eLife.19573.024)10.7554/eLife.19573.025Figure 4---figure supplement 1.Antibody specificity.(**A**) Protein gel blot analysis using 12S antibody serum. Protein extracts were isolated from the same number of WT (Col) and *cruabc* endosperms or embryos harvested 4 hr after seed imbibition. Proteins were separated on SDS PAGE gels. An aspecific band is used as a loading control. (**B**) Coomassie blue staining of proteins isolated from the same number of WT (Col) and *cruabc* endosperms or embryos separated on SDS PAGE gels. The asterisk (\*) denotes a band used as an internal loading control.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.025](10.7554/eLife.19573.025)10.7554/eLife.19573.026Figure 4---figure supplement 2.*CP1* promotes CRU protein decay.CRU protein decay is controlled through *CP1* maternal gametophytic alleles. (**A**) Endosperms from non-after-ripened (No aft.-rip.) WT and *cp1* seeds or from WT and *cp1* seeds after-ripened for short (three days) or long (two months) time periods were dissected at the indicated times after seed imbibition. Proteins isolated from the same number of WT (Col) or *cp1* endosperms were separated on SDS PAGE gels and stained with coomassie blue. For a given after-ripening time, WT and *cp1* endosperm proteins were separated on the same SDS PAGE gel. An aspecific band is used as a loading control. Percent germination at each time-point after seed imbibition is indicated. Arrows indicate highly abundant cruciferin (CRU) proteins. (**B**) WTx*cp1* F1 and *cp1*xWT F1 seeds (obtained by reciprocally crossing WT (Col) and *cp1* plants) were subject to dry after-ripening treatments as in (**A**). For each after-ripening treatment, endosperms and embryos were dissected 36 hr after seed imbibition. Proteins isolated from the same number of endosperms or embryos were processed as in (**A**). Seeds obtained after crossing *cp1*/+ heterozygous mother plants with Col WT (+/+) pollen were after-ripened for a short time period (three days). Endosperms were dissected 36 hr after imbibition, whereas embryos were further cultured for later genotyping in order to distinguish endosperms according to their (i) +/+/+ or (ii) *cp1*/*cp1*/+ genotype. Endosperms with the same genotype were pooled. Proteins extracted from the two endosperms pools were processed as in (**A**). The asterisk (\*) denotes a band used as an internal loading control. Numbers indicate protein signal quantification using imageJ software.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.026](10.7554/eLife.19573.026)10.7554/eLife.19573.027Figure 4---figure supplement 3.*CP1* promotes CRU protein decay.(**A**) Endosperms from fully after-ripened (two months) WT and *cp1-2* (salk \_020878) seeds were dissected at the indicated times after seed imbibition. Proteins isolated from the same number of WT (Col) or *cp1-2* endosperms were separated on SDS PAGE gels and stained with coomassie blue. The WT samples are the same as those in [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}. Percent germination at each time-point after seed imbibition is indicated. Arrows indicate highly abundant cruciferin proteins (CRUs). (**B**) Endosperms from fully after-ripened (two months) WT and *cp1-3* (salk \_067293) seeds were dissected 20 hr after seed imbibition and processed as in (**A**).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.027](10.7554/eLife.19573.027)10.7554/eLife.19573.028Figure 4---figure supplement 4.*CP1* is not required to regulate germination sensu stricto.(**A**) WT (Col), *cp1-1* (salk_146500) and *cp1-3* (salk_067293) seeds were either not after-ripened (No aft.-rip) or after-ripened for short (three days) or long (two months) time periods. Germination was scored 36 and 48 hr after seed imbibition (4 replicates, n = 150--200). (**B**) Representative pictures of WT of *cp1-1* seeds 24, 36 and 48 hr after seed imbibition. After-ripening times as described in (**A**).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.028](10.7554/eLife.19573.028)10.7554/eLife.19573.029Figure 4---figure supplement 5.Embryo CRU protein levels are constant during early seed imbibition times.Embryos from non-after-ripened (No aft.-rip.) WT (Col) and *cp1* seeds or from WT and *cp1* seeds after-ripened for short (three days) or long (two months) time periods were dissected at the indicated times after seed imbibition. Proteins isolated from the same number of embryos were separated on SDS PAGE gels and probed using 12S antibody serum (**A**) or stained with coomassie blue (**B**). For a given after-ripening time, WT and *cp1* embryo proteins were separated on the same SDS PAGE gel. Percent germination at each time-point after seed imbibition is indicated. Arrows indicate highly abundant cruciferin proteins (CRUs). An aspecific band is used as a loading control in (**A**). The asterisk (\*) denotes a band used as an internal loading control in (**B**).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.029](10.7554/eLife.19573.029)10.7554/eLife.19573.030Figure 4---figure supplement 6.Procedure to assess CRUprotein decay through maternal *CP1* alleles.The genotypes of the different tissues present in WTx*cp1* F1 and *cp1*xWT F1 seeds are depicted. In absence of after-ripening, *CP1* maternal allele expression is not detectable, which leads to similarly high CRUs protein levels in the WTx*cp1* F1 and *cp1*xWT F1 endosperms upon seed imbibition. In fully after-ripened seeds, *CP1* expression is high and biallelic so that both WTx*cp1* F1 and *cp1*xWT F1 endosperms are able to downregulate CRU proteins. By contrast, in shortly after-ripened seeds, preferential *CP1* maternal allele expression takes place so that WTx*cp1* F1 endosperm cells express higher *CP1* mRNA levels than do *cp1*xWT F1 endosperms. As a result, upon imbibition, WTx*cp1* F1 endosperms ought to accumulate lower CRUlevels relative to *cp1*xWT F1 endosperms.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.030](10.7554/eLife.19573.030)10.7554/eLife.19573.031Figure 4---figure supplement 7.Procedure for the assessment of CRU protein decay through *CP1* maternal gametophytic alleles.Hybrid seeds were obtained after crossing heterozygous *cp1*/Col mother plants with WT (Col) pollen. The resulting siliques have two types of seeds according to their endosperm tissues: type I bear *CP1* maternal genomes, whereas type II bear *cp1* maternal genomes. Shortly after-ripened type I seeds are expected to have endosperm tissues that express higher *CP1* mRNA levels than do type II seeds. Thus, endosperm from type I seeds should have lower CRU levels relative to that of type II seeds upon seed imbibition.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.031](10.7554/eLife.19573.031)10.7554/eLife.19573.032Figure 4---figure supplement 8.Monoallelic *CP1* expression rises upon imbibition in dormant seeds.CvixC24 (C24 pollen) F1 seeds were after-ripened for an intermediate time period (25 days). RNA extracted from endosperm 24 hr, 48 hr and 72 hr after seed imbibition, i.e. prior to germination, was used for qPCR and RT-PCR for Sanger sequencing analysis. Expression levels of *CP1* were normalized to those of *PP2A. CP1* expression levels relative to those found in endosperms dissected at indicated time are shown.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.032](10.7554/eLife.19573.032)

*CP1* promotes CRU protein decay upon seed imbibition {#s2-7}
-----------------------------------------------------

We next used a genetic approach to ask whether *CP1* is necessary to regulate the decay of CRU proteins using *cp1-1*, *cp1-2* and *cp1-3* mutant seeds bearing a T-DNA insertion in *CP1*'s second exon, second intron and promoter, respectively (Materials and methods). In all of these lines, the decay of CRU proteins was delayed relative to WT in non-dormant seeds ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 3](#fig4s3){ref-type="fig"}). We chose the *cp1-1* mutant line (hereafter referred to as *cp1*) for detailed characterization of CRU protein decay in dormant vs non-dormant seeds.

The abundance of CRUs was similar in WT and *cp1* mutant dry seeds. In absence of WT and *cp1* seed after-ripening, CRUs levels in the endosperm remained constant over time after imbibition ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, in fully after-ripened seeds, WT endosperm CRU levels rapidly decayed upon imbibition whereas in *cp1* mutants, the decay of CRUs levels was delayed by at least 12 hr ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). This delay was not due to slower *cp1* mutant germination as both testa rupture and endosperm rupture events proceeded at the same pace in WT and *cp1* seeds, indicating that *CP1* is not required to regulate germination sensu stricto ([@bib45]) ([Figure 4---figure supplement 4](#fig4s4){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, in shortly after-ripened seeds, CRU protein decay was delayed in *cp1* mutant seeds relative to WT seeds even though *cp1* and WT seed germination proceeded at the same pace ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 4](#fig4s4){ref-type="fig"}). During the early stages of germination examined above, no differences in the accumulation of CRUs proteins could be detected between WT and *cp1* embryos ([Figure 4---figure supplement 5](#fig4s5){ref-type="fig"}).

Taken together, these data show that *CP1* is necessary to promote the decay of endosperm CRU proteins prior to the germination of shortly and fully after-ripened seeds.

The decay of CRU proteins is maternally controlled through *CP1* {#s2-8}
----------------------------------------------------------------

We next explored whether CRU protein decay is maternally controlled through *CP1* by analyzing CRUs accumulation in hybrid seeds arising from reciprocal crosses between WT and *cp1* plants ([Figure 4---figure supplement 6](#fig4s6){ref-type="fig"}).

Only conditions in which *CP1* expression is preferentially maternal upon seed imbibition, as in shortly after-ripened seeds, are expected to be associated with detectable differences in the abundance of CRU proteins in the endosperm of WTx*cp1* and *cp1*xWT F1 seeds upon seed imbibition ([Figure 4---figure supplement 6](#fig4s6){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, conditions in which *CP1* expression is undetectable, such as the absence of dry after-ripening, or very high and biallelic, as in fully after-ripened seeds, should not be associated with marked differences in CRU abundance between WTx*cp1* and *cp1*xWT F1 endosperm upon seed imbibition ([Figure 4---figure supplement 6](#fig4s6){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with this prediction, in the absence of dry after-ripening or in fully after-ripened seeds, CRU protein levels were similar between WTx*cp1* and *cp1*xWT F1 endosperm 36 hr after seed imbibition ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 2B](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, in shortly after-ripened WTx*cp1* and *cp1*xWT F1 seeds, CRU protein levels were higher in the *cp1*xWT F1 endosperm than in the WTx*cp1* F1 endosperm 36 hr after imbibition ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 2B](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). Similar observations were made with WTx*cp1-3* and *cp1-3*xWT F1 seeds ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2B](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}).

Therefore, the *cp1* mutant maternal allele imposes a delay in CRU decay only in intermediately dormant seeds in which *CP1* preferential maternal allele expression could be detected in F1 seeds ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Decay in CRU proteins is controlled through *CP1* maternal gametophytic alleles {#s2-9}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Delayed CRU decay in *cp1*xWT F1 endosperm could reflect the *cp1* mutant genotype of the mother plant (a sporophytic maternal effect). To address this possibility, we used a *cp1*/*CP1* heterozygous mother plant in a cross with a WT pollen donor ([Figure 4---figure supplement 7](#fig4s7){ref-type="fig"}). This cross generates seeds whose endosperm is *CP1*/*CP1*/*CP1* or *cp1*/*cp1*/*CP1*, in which the *cp1* alleles originate from a *cp1* mutant female gametophyte ([Figure 4---figure supplement 7](#fig4s7){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, given that the sporophytic mother is *cp1*/*CP1* heterozygous, the maternal tissues bearing the seeds, including the seed testa, are genetically identical ([Figure 4---figure supplement 7](#fig4s7){ref-type="fig"}). [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 2B](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"} show that among seeds produced in the same *cp1*/*CP1* silique, the decay of CRUs was delayed in *cp1*/*cp1*/*CP1* endosperms relative to *CP1*/*CP1*/*CP1* endosperms 36 hr after seed imbibition.

These results therefore show that the maternally imposed delay in the decay of CRU proteins results, at least in part, from *cp1* mutant alleles present in the maternal gamete cells rather than in maternal sporophyte cells.

*ALN* negatively regulates dormancy through maternal sporophytic and gametophytic alleles {#s2-10}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The *ALN* gene encodes allantoin amidohydrolase (allantoinase). Allantoinase participates in the plant purine catabolism pathway by converting allantoin to allantoate, which is subsequently used for nitrogen remobilization. Besides its housekeeping function, there is increasing evidence that the purine degradation pathway participates in the plant's responses to biotic and abiotic stresses. In this context, Watanabe et al. showed that increased allantoin levels in response to drought stress protects the plant by enhancing ABA synthesis ([@bib44]). Indeed, Watanabe et al. showed that *aln* seedlings accumulate high ABA levels ([@bib44]). Given the importance of ABA in promoting seed dormancy, these results suggest that *ALN* could regulate seed dormancy. Indeed, we found that *aln* mutant seeds displayed high dormancy relative to WT seeds ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, *ALN* is a negative regulator of seed dormancy. As expected, implementation of seed dormancy in *aln* mutants required the presence of the endosperm ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.19573.033Figure 5.*ALN* affects seed dormancy level through maternal alleles.(**A**) WT and *aln* mutant seeds were after-ripened for 10 days. Pictures show seeds (upper panel) and embryos (lower panel) 72 hr after imbibition. Embryos were dissected 4 hr after imbibition. (**B**) WT, *aln*, WTx *aln* F1, *aln* x WT F1 and *aln*/*ALN* x WT F1 seeds were after-ripened for 3 days, 14 days, and 30 days (only for WT and *aln* seeds). Germination was scored 72 hr after seed imbibition (4 replicates, n = 50, \*\*p\<0.01, Student's t test). After germination, *aln*/*ALN* x WT individuals were genotyped to distinguish endosperms bearing *aln*/*aln*/*ALN* and *ALN*/*ALN*/*ALN* alleles. (**C**) Sanger sequencing chromatograms covering SNPs present in *ALN.* CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds were dry after-ripened for 3 days, 14 days, and 30 days. RNA extracted from endosperm dissected 36 hr after imbibition was processed for RT-PCR followed by Sanger sequencing. Nucleotides at SNP sites are highlighted with red.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.033](10.7554/eLife.19573.033)

As above, we next explored whether seed dormancy is maternally regulated by *ALN.* We generated *aln*xWT and WTx*aln* F1 seeds, developed in *aln* and WT mother plants, respectively. After a short after-ripening period of three days, the germination percentage of *aln*xWT F1 seeds was low and comparable to that of *aln* mutants ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, the germination percentage of WTx*aln* F1 seeds was markedly higher and similar to that of WT seeds ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The germination differences between *aln*xWT and WTx*aln* F1 seeds were no longer observed when the after-ripening time was prolonged to 14 days whereas *aln* mutant seed germination remained significantly lower than that of WT ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicated the occurrence of maternal inheritance in seed dormancy levels.

Consistent with our results with *CP1*, preferential maternal allele expression of *ALN* in ColxCvi F1 seeds was detected in seeds after-ripened for three days but no longer detected after 14 days of after-ripening ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This suggested that maternal inheritance of seed dormancy levels could result from imprinted *ALN* gene expression. However, unlike *CP1*, *ALN* is expressed not only upon seed imbibition but also during embryogenesis ([@bib35]; [@bib46]; [@bib5]; [@bib26]). To assess the relative contribution of sporophytic and gametophytic maternal allele effects on seed dormancy levels, we pollinated *aln*/*ALN* heterozygous plants with WT pollen. [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the average germination percentage of seeds bearing *ALN*/*ALN*/*ALN* or *aln*/*aln*/*ALN* endosperm. Although the differences in germination percentage were not as pronounced as those found with *aln*xWT and WTx*aln* F1 seeds, seeds bearing *aln*/*aln*/*ALN* endosperm were significantly more dormant than those bearing *ALN*/*ALN*/*ALN* endosperm. These results therefore strongly indicate that *ALN* negatively regulates dormancy at least in part by maternal gametophytic alleles.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Here we showed that hybrid seeds produced by Cvi and C24 reciprocal crosses or Cvi and Col reciprocal crosses tend to inherit dormancy levels more akin to those of the maternal ecotype ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We also showed that the endosperm's germination-repressive activity is essential to implement maternally imposed and cold-induced dormancy levels ([Figure 2---figure supplement 6](#fig2s6){ref-type="fig"}). These observations further emphasize the key role played by the mature endosperm in implementing dormancy in *Arabidopsis*.

We identified a developmentally dynamic genomic imprinting expression program in the endosperm of mature seeds. Indeed, different sets of MEGs and PEGs were identified according to the dormant state of the seed. Concerning the inheritance of maternal dormancy levels observed in hybrid seeds, a substantial number of identified MEGs in dormant seeds are directly or plausibly involved in controlling seed germination and, furthermore, their expression correlates with seed dormancy levels ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2---source data 3](#SD3-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

More specifically, in shortly after-ripened seeds, *CP1* expression is low relative to fully after-ripened seeds and preferentially maternal. However, *CP1* expression is higher in ColxCvi seeds relative to that in CvixCol seeds, reflecting the lower dormancy of ColxCvi seeds, i.e. reflecting the lower dormancy of the maternal Col ecotype ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). As dry seed after-ripening time proceeds, seeds progressively lose the capacity to sustain low *CP1* maternal allele expression. This marks the beginning of acquisition of the capacity of seeds to trigger the decay of CRU protein stores. This occurs faster in ColxCvi seeds than in CvixCol seeds ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). How loss of preferential maternal allele expression is regulated remains unknown.10.7554/eLife.19573.034Figure 6.A model for maternal dormancy inheritance in seed hybrids.(**A**) General mechanism accounting for maternal inheritance of seed dormancy in hybrid seeds. Upon imbibition, a group of genes that regulate seed germination processes are preferentially maternally expressed during the seed-dormant period. As a result, dormancy levels in hybrid seeds reflect the maternal genotype. (**B**) The case of *CP1.* In the absence of after-ripening (No aft.-rip), preferential maternal allele expression is very low. As seeds begin to after-ripen (Short), preferential maternal allele expression rises according to the maternal genotype, i.e. there is higher maternal allelic expression in ColxCvi F1 relative to CvixCol F1 seeds (see also [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). After an intermediate after-ripening period, low and maternal allelic *CP1* expression is lost in ColxCvi F1 seeds but not in CvixCol F1 seeds. As a result, seed CRUs decay is initiated earlier in ColxCvi F1 seeds relative to CvixCol F1 seeds. Further after-ripening abolishes preferential maternal allelic expression in CvixCol F1 seeds upon imbibition, which leads to undelayed decay of CRU proteins and seed germination.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19573.034](10.7554/eLife.19573.034)

Furthermore, we identified *ALN* as a negative regulator of seed dormancy ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). *ALN* is a dormancy-specific MEG whose expression, like that of *CP1*, negatively correlates with dormancy levels. We provide direct evidence that it regulates dormancy, at least partially through maternal gametophytic alleles ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

Together, these observations suggest a model in which maternal dormancy inheritance involves the preferential maternal allele expression of regulators of seed dormancy upon seed imbibition. Therefore, dormancy levels in hybrid seeds reflect the maternal genotype, reflected in the maternal expression levels or product activities of genes regulating dormancy ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

The occurrence of genomic imprinting upon seed imbibition raises the question of which developmental stage, i.e. prior or after mature seed formation, is the one in which maternal allelic transcription takes place. It appears unlikely that this transcription takes place only during seed development, with resulting mRNAs being stored in mature seeds. Indeed, we found that *CP1* maternal allelic mRNA accumulation increased over time after imbibition, indicating de novo and dormancy-specific maternal allele transcription ([Figure 4---figure supplement 8](#fig4s8){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the MEGs and PEGs identified in non-dormant seeds probably involve maternal allelic transcription upon seed imbibition as they were not detected in dormant seeds. These observations support the notion of a dedicated parental-specific allele transcription program operating upon mature seed imbibition.

The biological significance of maternally inherited dormancy remains to be understood. Presumably, the mother plant adjusts the dormancy of its seed progeny to optimize future germination according to seasonal cues. Interestingly, the majority of dormancy-specific MEGs whose expression correlates with dormancy levels also have their expression further regulated by cold during seed development. This suggests that imprinted gene expression levels upon imbibition are further adapted to the environmental cues perceived by the mother plant or by the developing seed tissues or both.

The evolutionary driving force leading to imprinting in the context of seed dormancy is unclear. Although the following scenario might seem unlikely for *Arabidopsis*, which is mainly a self-fertilizing species, it might reflect an evolutionary trend present in related cross-pollinating species. Indeed, in the case of a seed fathered by a pollen grain coming from a distant plant, which could be either a different accession or have experienced different climatic conditions than the mother plant, the paternal allele expression may interfere with maternal control of seed dormancy. It would seem advantageous therefore to silence paternal genes that regulate germination to prevent such paternal interference. Consistent with this speculation, the number of PEGs identified in dormant seeds is markedly lower than that reported previously during early embryogenesis ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib36]).

In plants, genomic imprinting during early embryogenesis is mainly proposed to arise from a 'parental conflict' over food allocation to the offspring ([@bib20]; [@bib25]; [@bib15]; [@bib40]). The occurrence of dormancy-specific genes would rather seem to reflect a 'mutual interest' between progenitors rather than a 'conflict' ([@bib19]).

Material and methods {#s4}
====================

Plant material {#s4-1}
--------------

The *Arabidopsis thaliana cp1* and *aln* mutants were obtained from The European Arabidopsis Stock Centre (RRID:[SCR_004576](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_004576)). Salk_067293 (*cp1-3* allele) bears a T-DNA insertion in the promoter region of *CP1*. salk_146500 (*cp1-1 allele*) bears a T-DNA insertion in the second exon of *CP1* and salk_020878 (*cp1-2* allele) in the second intron of *CP1*. Salk_109258 (*aln*) bears a T-DNA insertion in the promoter region of *ALN.* Cvi tetraploid and C24 tetraploid seeds were kindly provided by Dr. Luca Comai and *cruabc* triple mutant was kindly provided by Dr. Leonie Bentsink and described by [@bib47].

Plant growth conditions and germination assays {#s4-2}
----------------------------------------------

When comparing hybrid seed germination or gene expression, hybrid seed material was obtained after crossing parents on the same day. Dry siliques were obtained about three weeks after pollination. Seeds from dry siliques were harvested on the same day from plants grown side by side under identical environmental conditions (22--24°C, 100 μE/m^2^/s, 16 hr/8 hr day/night photoperiod, 70% relative humidity). Seeds were dry after-ripened at room temperature (22--24°C, 50--60% relative humidity) for indicated time periods. For each individual experiment, seeds were produced from plants grown under the exact same environmental conditions. Nevertheless, different seed batches may contain variations in dormancy levels because the amount of after-ripening time needed to break dormancy can vary. For the Col ecotype, variation is in the order of 1--5 days, whereas for the Cvi ecotype, variations can be up to several weeks.

For each genotype, germination assays were performed with seeds from at least four independent siliques (30--50 seeds in each silique). For germination tests, seeds were sterilized (1/3 bleach, 2/3 water, 0.05% Tween) and plated on a Murashige and Skoog medium containing 0.8% (w/v) Bacto-Agar (Applichem).

Plates were incubated at 21--23°C, 16 hr/8 hr day/night photoperiod, light intensity of 80 μE/m^2^/s, humidity of 70%. Between 100 and 200 seeds were examined with a Stemi 2000 (Zeiss) stereomicroscope and photographed with a high-resolution digital camera (Axiocam Zeiss) at different times after seed imbibition. Photographs were enlarged electronically for measurement of germination events (i.e. endosperm rupture events). Percent of germination of C24xCvi, CvixC24, C24xCvi^tet^ and CvixC24^tet^ F1 seed populations was scored in three independent experiments giving similar results.

For dissected embryo growth analysis, seeds of each genotype were sterilized and plated under standard germination conditions. Four hours after seed imbibition, dissected embryos were cultivated for four days under standard germination conditions. Pictures were taken four days after embryos dissection.

Statistics {#s4-3}
----------

Errors bars in histograms correspond to SD values. We used Student\'s t-test (two-tailed assuming unequal variance) to compare average mean values in order to determine whether their differences were statistically significant (\*\* p\<0.01, \*\*\*p\<0.001).

RNA extraction and RT-PCR/ RT-qPCR {#s4-4}
----------------------------------

Total RNA was extracted as described by Vicient and Delseny (1999). When extracting RNA from 40 partially dissected endosperm, 40 fully dissected endosperms and 40 dissected testas, the Pellet Paint Co-precipitant (Merck, Switzerland) was used for final RNA precipitation. Total RNAs were treated with RQ1 RNase-Free DNase (Promega, Switzerland) and reverse-transcribed using ImpromII reverse transcriptase (Promega) and oligo(dT)15 primer (Promega) according to the manufacturer\'s recommendations. Quantitative RT--PCR was performed using the ABI 7900HT fast real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems, Switzerland) and Power SYBR Green PCR master mix (Applied Biosystems). Relative transcript levels were calculated using the comparative ΔCt method and normalized to the *PP2A* (*AT1G69960*) gene transcript levels. Primers used in this study are listed in [Supplementary file 2](#SD9-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

RNAseq {#s4-5}
------

Seeds were sterilized and plated under standard germination conditions ([@bib39]). Dissection procedures were performed on WT seeds (Col-0) 36 hr after imbibition. Total RNA was extracted as described before ([@bib38]) and RNA concentrations were measured by Qubit Fluorometric quantification system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Switzerland). For partially dissected endosperm and fully dissected endosperm samples, the cDNA libraries were prepared from 200 ng total RNA using a TruSeq mRNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina, Switzerland). Although testa RNA could not be detected, we prepared the cDNA library with the same volumes of RNA testa as those used for the construction of the endosperm cDNA libraries. cDNA libraries were normalized and pooled then sequenced using HiSeq 2500 (Illumina) with single-end 100 bp reads. For sequencing testa cDNA, we used the same volume of cDNA as that used for sequencing endosperm cDNA. cDNA library preparation and sequencing, as well as read mapping and counting, were performed in the same manner for all seed materials (testa, partially and fully dissected endosperm). The resulting RNA concentrations, library concentrations, and read numbers are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

Identification of Cvi SNPs {#s4-6}
--------------------------

We sequenced cDNA libraries prepared from endospermic RNA (partially dissected endosperm from short- and long-period after-ripened seeds). Low-quality reads were filtered out by the fastqc program (RRID:[SCR_005539](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_005539)) with the option --q 20 and --p 90. The remaining reads were mapped to the Col-0 genome (TAIR10) with the TopHat program (RRID:[SCR_013035](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_013035)), allowing up to five mismatches per alignment. The resulting two alignment files (BAM files) were merged into one file. Variant calling was performed using the FreeBayes program (RRID:[SCR_010761](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_010761)) using the input filters option (-F \--min-alternate-fraction 0.9 and -C \--min-alternate-count 3) and the resulting SNPs were compared to the publicly available Cvi SNPs (<http://www.arabidopsis.org/download_files/Polymorphisms_and_Phenotypes/Ecker_Cvi_snps.txt>). This led us to identify 107,977 common exonic SNPs covering 15,814 genes, which in turn were used to distinguish Cvi and Col reads in ColxCvi and CvixCol F1 RNA sequencing data. The SNPs used in this study are listed in [Supplementary file 3](#SD10-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Identification of imprinted genes {#s4-7}
---------------------------------

We sequenced cDNA libraries prepared from ColxCvi and CvixCol endospermic F1 RNA. Low-quality reads were filtered out and the remaining reads were treated as described above for the Cvi reads.

We called variants at each SNP position using the SAMtools Mpileup (RRID:[SCR_002105](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_002105)) supplied with a reference bed file of SNP positions to generate a pileup file. The resulting file was used with the SAMtools Filter pileup program, which generated read counts for the reference (Col) and variant (Cvi) genome for every SNP position. Next, reads specific to Col and Cvi alleles were summed across all the SNPs present in each gene. The resulting numbers for each gene are provided in [Figure 2---source data 6](#SD6-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. A list of potential maternally expressed genes (MEGs) and paternally expressed genes (PEGs) was established after applying the following criteria: (1) potential MEGs are those genes whose ratio of maternal allele to paternal allele read number is more than 0.8 in both ColxCvi and CvixCol endosperm F1 material; similarly potential PEGs are those whose ratio of paternal to maternal allele read number is more than 0.6; (2) potential MEGs or PEGs with read numbers lower than five were discarded; (3) the probabilities of deviation from expected ratio (maternal:paternal = 2:1) in a Fisher\'s two-tailed exact test were calculated and only potential MEGs or PEGs with a p \< 0.05 were retained.

Validation of imprinting {#s4-8}
------------------------

RNA was extracted from other sets of reciprocal crosses between Col and Cvi (after ripening for five days and two months), treated with DNase, and cDNA was synthesized using ImpromII reverse transcriptase (Promega) and oligo dT primers. We selected 17 MEGs and two PEGs and designed primers to amplify cDNA fragments containing SNPs. PCR amplicons were purified using Wizard SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System (Promega), then sequenced by Sanger sequencing. The same PCR amplicons were pooled and libraries were constructed using the Illumina NexteraXT kit (Illumina). Libraries were sequenced using the MiSeq system (Illumina) with paired-end 150 bp reads. The resulting reads were mapped to the Col-0 genome (TAIR10) using the TopHat software (RRID:[SCR_013035](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_013035)). Col and Cvi reads at the SNP position of each gene were counted as described above for RNA-seq.

Gene expression profile {#s4-9}
-----------------------

Transcripts assembly and normalization was performed with the Cufflinks program (RRID:[SCR_013307](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_013307)), and gene expression levels were calculated in FPKM (Fragments Per Kilobase of exon per Million mapped fragments) units. Differential gene expression analysis was performed by Cuffdiff (RRID:[SCR_001647](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_001647)), a part of the Cufflinks package. For clustering analysis, we used relative expression data compared with the ColxCvi sample. The rest of the genes were clustered using K-means clustering in R statistical computing. Mapping reads, SNP calling, and gene expression analysis were performed using Galaxy (RRID:[SCR_006281](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_006281)) ([@bib16]; [@bib7]; [@bib17]).

Confocal microscopy {#s4-10}
-------------------

The marker lines of *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* ([@bib24]) and *pDD65::mtKaede* (mtKaede: mitochondria localized Kaede-GFP protein) ([@bib2]) were crossed reciprocally. The F1 seeds were surface-sterilized and plated on the 1/2 MS-Agar media, incubated under 16 hr/8 hr of light and dark photoperiod at 22°C for 36 hr. The endosperm was dissected under a binocular microscope. The fluorescent signals from the endosperm cell layer were captured using the confocal laser microscope (Olympus FV-1000) equipped with 488 nm laser, a x40 objective lens (UPLSAPO 40X, WD = 0.18, NA = 0.95; Olympus) and band-pass filter cube of 520/35 nm for GFP. The images were were adjusted for brightness and contrast using Adobe Photoshop CS6 (Adobe systems, Inc).

Protein gel staining and western blot analysis {#s4-11}
----------------------------------------------

Proteins were extracted from 30 endosperms or three embryos using Laemmli buffer (100 mM Tris pH 6.8, 200 mM DTT, 4% SDS, 20% glycerol, 0.02% bromophenol blue). Proteins extracted from 30 endosperms or from three embryos (i.e. 3 µg of total protein) were resolved under reducing conditions using 10% SDS/polyacrylamide gels. Gels were stained with a solution of 0.25% coomassie brilliant blue R-250 (Sigma) in 40% methanol +10% acetic acid. For western blot analysis, proteins were extracted as described above. The amount of protein loaded in each line of the gels is an equivalent of two endosperms (i.e. 0.2 µg of total protein) or 0.5 embryos (0.5 µg of total protein). Proteins were resolved under reducing conditions using 12% SDS/polyacrylamide gels, transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membrane and probed with 12S antibody serum as described by [@bib3]. Specificity of the antibody was confirmed using protein extracts isolated from the endosperm and embryo of *cruabc* mutants ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Gametophytic effect of maternal *cp1* inheritance {#s4-12}
-------------------------------------------------

A heterozygous *cp1*/*CP1* mother plant was pollinated with wildtype (*CP1*/*CP1*) Col-0 pollen ([Figure 4---figure supplement 5](#fig4s5){ref-type="fig"}). The resulting mature siliques were harvested on the same day and seeds were after-ripened for 2 days. Seeds were sterilized and plated under standard germination conditions. 36 hr after imbibition, individual seeds were dissected and partially dissected endosperm material was suspended in 1 µl of SDS-PAGE loading buffer and frozen. The embryos were further cultured for two weeks prior to genotyping to identify and distinguish embryos carrying a *cp1-1* allele from those carrying a *CP1* allele. Thirty *cp1*/*cp1*/*CP1* partially dissected endosperms (coming from seeds with *cp1*/*CP1* embryos) and 30 *CP1*/*CP1*/*CP1* partially dissected endosperms (coming from seeds with *CP1*/*CP1* embryos) were separately pooled. 20 µl of partially dissected endosperm protein extracts from each pool were run side-by-side on an SDS PAGE gel and probed with the 12S antibody serum or stained with coomassie blue solution.
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In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"Dormancy-specific imprinting underlies maternal inheritance of seed dormancy in *Arabidopsis thaliana*\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by four peer reviewers, one of whom is a member of our Board of Reviewing Editors, and the evaluation has been overseen by Detlef Weigel as the Senior Editor. The following individual involved in review of your submission has agreed to reveal his identity: Steven Penfield (Reviewer \#4).

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

This paper reports a transient imprinting phenomenon in mature *Arabidopsis* endosperm that appears to involve a different set of genes from those identified in earlier development. The reviewers felt that this is an interesting and important study that presents novel and exiting findings. The paper suggests an unappreciated new role for imprinting, shows for the first time that imprinting persists into maturity, and that imprinting is dynamic with respect to dormancy state and environmental temperature during seed maturation.

However, there are four key areas in which substantial revisions are required:

1\) Verification of the new imprinting phenomenon.

The report of gene imprinting in mature seeds is novel and exciting, but there are several reasons to be cautious about the findings. a) The imprinted genes reported are almost completely different from known imprinted genes. b) There is little overlap between genes imprinted in dormant and non-dormant seeds. c) The imprinting phenomenon is transient. d) Only one replicate for each cross was used. e) Some of the Sanger sequencing chromatograms used for validation are inconsistent. For instance, in [Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, ABCG30 in non-dormant seeds seems mono-allelic and VIM5 in non-dormant seeds seems bi-allelic, unlike stated. This kind of inconsistency is also observed in several cases in [Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}. f) The p-value used to call imprinted genes (0.05) is quite permissive, and likely led to inclusion of false positives. g) The RNA-seq results are not always consistent between reciprocal crosses. For example, CP1 has 5683 maternal vs. 17 paternal reads in Col x Cvi, but only 56 maternal vs. 10 paternal reads in Cvi x Col. h) Only MEGs specific for the dormant dataset were tested by Sanger sequencing.

For these reasons, it is imperative that the imprinting results are thoroughly verified using a robust, quantitative technique. We suggest RT-PCR of multiple genes from both the dormant and non-dormant datasets, using RNA samples different from those used for RNA-seq, followed by sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq instrument (many PCR products can be multiplexed in one lane). Furthermore, we think it is important to verify parent-of-origin specific expression in mature endosperm using a reporter construct. Because creating a new reporter construct would take a long time, we suggest using the published FWA:GFP reporter.

In addition to new experiments, please provide more information about the analysis of imprinted genes. Specifically, please include in a supplementary table parent-of-origin RNA-seq counts for all genes, not just those deemed significantly imprinted, and please state in the text whether most genes conform to the expected 2:1 maternal/paternal ratio. Also, please explain in more detail in the methods section how imprinted genes were called, particularly how information from the reciprocal crosses was used.

2\) A direct functional link between imprinted expression and dormancy.

The reviewers are in agreement that the paper presents evidence for a link between imprinting and dormancy, but not direct evidence that imprinted genes regulate dormancy. The paper shows that maternal control of dormancy cannot be explained by the predominance of maternal genetic material in the endosperm, but this is not proof that imprinted expression controls dormancy. Signals from the maternal seed coat could influence the state of the endosperm, so that even after the seed coat degenerates, how endosperm regulates dormancy may be governed by earlier seed coat signals. Correlation of imprinted gene expression with dormancy can run in either direction: gene expression may influence dormancy, or dormancy can influence gene expression. The gene that was examined in detail, CP1, fits the latter pattern. The effects of the *aln* mutation were not tested in F1 seeds derived from reciprocal crosses with wild-type, so it remains unclear whether maternal expression of ALN regulates dormancy. Therefore, the title of the paper presently does not accurately reflect the reported findings.

We feel the best way to remedy this would be to show that maternal expression of ALN (or another gene, such as KAI2) regulates dormancy. Depending on the results of these experiments, the paper\'s conclusions may need to be adjusted to reflect a link with dormancy instead of a causative relationship.

3\) Quantification of cruciferin (CRU) proteins.

There is concern that the quantification of CRU proteins reported in this paper may not be reliable. First, the loading control for the CRU assays may be inadequate. In [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} another protein band is used as a loading control, but when looking at [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, this band varies greatly between samples. This raises the question of whether there is indeed a depletion of the putative CRUs during dormancy break, or if the low band intensity is due to less total protein being loaded on the gel. Second, reliance on coomassie-stained gels, instead of Western blots, to determine CRU levels may lead to inaccurate CRU quantification. To address these concerns, please include an adequate loading control, and either utilize Western blots or explain why coomassie staining is a reliable method.

4\) Manuscript readability.

During initial editorial assessment of the manuscript and peer review, a common concern was that the writing presents difficulties even for experts, with descriptions like \"circular\", \"turgid\" and \"repetitive\". Please do your best to improve the logical flow and accessibility of the paper, keeping in mind the broad readership of *eLife*. To assist you, we are enclosing the original reviews below, which include many suggestions for manuscript improvement.

Reviewer \#1:

This paper reports a transient imprinting phenomenon in mature *Arabidopsis* endosperm that appears to involve a different set of genes from those identified in earlier development. This imprinting phenomenon doesn\'t obviously fit the established mechanisms, where most MEGs are directly activated by DNA demethylation (which shouldn\'t be transient), and PcG regulation mostly occurs at PEGs. The authors show that the expression of many of these genes correlates with dormancy, and show that maternal expression of the protease CP1 regulates the levels of cruciferin storage proteins.

Overall, I think this is an interesting manuscript that makes two important contributions: the discovery of a new set of imprinted genes, and the strong implication that some of these genes are involved in seed dormancy -- a function that doesn\'t easily fit the predominant parental conflict hypothesis. Considering how little we know about the functions of plant imprinted genes, this paper presents important progress.

This said, this manuscript has substantial weaknesses. The greatest is the absence of unambiguous evidence that imprinting regulates dormancy. The authors show that maternal control of dormancy cannot be explained by the predominance of maternal genetic material in the endosperm, but this is not proof that imprinted expression controls dormancy. Signals from the maternal seed coat could influence the state of the endosperm, so that even after the seed coat degenerates, how endosperm regulates dormancy may be governed by earlier seed coat signals. Correlation of imprinted gene expression with dormancy can run in either direction: gene expression may influence dormancy, or dormancy can influence gene expression. The gene that the authors chose to examine in detail, CP1, fits the latter patterns. The authors state that several of the imprinted genes are known regulators of dormancy -- why didn\'t they test whether maternal expression in the endosperm of one or more of these is important for dormancy? I think this would be the single most important addition to the paper, which would clearly establish that imprinted expression of a particular gene or genes regulates dormancy.

The other major weakness, related to the above, is that the manuscript makes for a difficult read. The text is frequently dense, circuitous and repetitive, and the logical thread from dormancy to CP1 is hard to follow.

A smaller issue is the lack of any mechanistic insight into how the newly identified genes are imprinted. This is probably beyond the scope of this manuscript, but the authors could at least check if the new imprinted genes are enriched in DME-catalyzed DMRs or PcG targets (as measured by H3K27me3).

Reviewer \#2:

In this work, Piskurewicz et al. report that maternal regulation of seed dormancy in *Arabidopsis* may be caused by the differential expression of maternal and paternal alleles in the endosperm (imprinted genes). This finding is novel and exciting; however, I have several concerns that require to be addressed to fully support this major claim.

1\) One major concern with this work is the lack of details for the analysis of imprinted genes. Apparently no replicates have been generated, limiting the value of the analysis. It is also not clear how many genes follow the expected ratio of two maternal to one paternal and how many deviate. Furthermore, how many genes are commonly imprinted in reciprocal crosses and how many are not? The data provided in [Figure 2---source data 6](#SD6-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} do not allow to extract this information, partly because the labelling of the columns is incomplete, partly because only selected genes are shown.

2\) To provide convincing proof that genes are specifically maternally expressed in the endosperm after imbibition, reporter genes should be tested. There are published reporters for e.g. FWA that could be used for this analysis.

3\) The authors do not provide genetic evidence that the identified imprinted genes have a role in seed dormancy. Even if there is indeed a cluster of MEGs whose expression correlates with the dormancy status of different *Arabidopsis* accessions (and their hybrids), it is not possible to distinguish what is cause and consequence. It is possible that those genes are expressed because dormancy was broken rather than their expression being the cause for the break in dormancy. For instance, the authors propose that the differential expression of CP1, a MEG, may be involved in dormancy due to its potential role in protein storage decay. However, *cp1* mutant seeds do not seem to have different dormancy levels compared to WT. Therefore, while there may be a correlation between the expression of certain MEGs and dormancy levels, there is no evidence in this work for a functional link between the two.

4\) I also have major concerns regarding the analysis of cruciferin (CRU) levels in this manuscript. Unlike stated by the authors, Barthole et al. (2014) do not rely on coomassie-stained gels to determine CRU levels, but instead make use of anti-CRU antibodies in a Western-blot. This raises the question of how can the authors in this manuscript distinguish CRUs from other abundant proteins? Furthermore, there is no adequate loading control for the assays. In [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} the authors make use of another protein band for loading control, but when looking at [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, this band varies greatly between samples. This raises the question of whether there is indeed a depletion of the putative CRUs during dormancy break, or if the low band intensity is due to less total protein being loaded on the gel. In my view, these two points raise major questions on whether the CRU-related data is reliable.

5\) The chromatograms for the Sanger sequencing are sometimes dubious. For instance, in [Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, ABCG30 in non-dormant seeds seems mono-allelic and VIM5 in non-dormant seeds seems bi-allelic, unlike stated. This kind of inconsistency is also observed in several cases in [Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}.

6\) Why were only MEGs specific for the dormant dataset tested by Sanger sequencing?

7\) The effect of *aln* on dormancy should be tested in F1 seeds derived from reciprocal crosses with wild-type to test whether the mutant phenotype has a maternal origin.

Reviewer \#3:

Recently harvested seeds are often dormant and fail to germinate when they are imbibed. It is well-known that the maternal parent plays a major role in establishing dormancy, and that mature endosperm, a single layer of cells between the embryo and maternal testa cell layers, is essential for dormancy. Different *Arabidopsis* accessions display different levels of seed dormancy. C24 has low dormancy and Cvi has high dormancy, and the differences are quite dramatic. After a short 5-day after-ripening period, neither C24 or Cvi seeds germinate after 72 hrs imbibition. After an intermediate after-ripening period (25 days), full germination of C24 occurs, while almost no Cvi seeds germinate. Both C24 seeds and Cvi seeds after a long after-ripening period (6 months). The authors used these dormancy differences between C24 and Cvi to show that:

The maternal parent determines the level of seed dormancy. That is, F1 seed from C24xCvi have low seed dormancy to C24, and F1 seed from CvixC24 have high seed dormancy equivalent to Cvi.

The maternal bias is not due to the endosperm\'s 2:1 ratio of maternal:paternal chromosomes. That is F1 progeny C24xCvitetraploid and CvixC24tetraploid had similar levels of dormancy as F1 progeny between diploid parents.

These results motivated them to determine whether gene imprinting might underlie the maternal inheritance of seed dormancy.

Comment. Throughout the manuscript, the authors use the word \"gene imprinting\". However, the issue of whether a gene imprint exists that distinguish maternal versus paternal alleles is never addressed. Therefore, although it is OK to use the phrase gene imprinting, I think the phrase parent-of-origin gene expression should also be incorporated into the paper.

The authors convincingly show that the seed coat (endosperm + testa) can be used to isolate endosperm RNA that will be used to identify parent-of-origin gene expression in the endosperm because the testa contributes little mRNA.

For the high-throughput RNA-seq experiments, the authors replaced C24 with Col, which is considered to be a low dormancy accession. Following a short after-ripening period of 10 days, 40% of ColxCvi F1 seeds germinated whereas only 1% of CvixCol F1 seeds germinated. ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). When intermediately after-ripened for 20 days, about 80% of ColxCvi F1 seeds germinated whereas only 10% of CvixCol F1 seeds germinated.

Comment. In the Material and Methods section --, the authors state, \"ColxCvi and CvixCol seeds were harvested the same day and after-ripened for 10 days (dormant seeds) or for 2 months (non-dormant seeds). Total RNA samples were isolated from seed coats (n=200) dissected 36 hours after seed imbibition.\"

This sentence should be moved into the body of the text because it clearly defines what is meant by \"dormant seeds\" and \"non-dormant\" seeds, terminology that is first used in subsection "Dormancy-specific genomic imprinting in the endosperm" paragraph seven for \"dormant\" CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds, and \"non dormant\" CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds.

It should be noted that after 10 days of ripening, 40% of the ColxCvi F1 seeds germinated and 60% did not, so they are a mixture of approximately equal numbers of dormant and non-dormant seeds. Perhaps the authors could explain why this time point was chosen.

Although it is likely that at 2 months all ColxCvi and CvixCol F1 seeds are non-dormant, the authors never show data supporting this, and only present the 6-month after-ripening data (see above).

The authors identified candidate imprinted genes by high-throughput sequencing RNA from F1 hybrid seeds; using SNPs to distinguish parent-of-origin expression.

They identified 67 MEGs/4 PEGs in dormant seed coat (endosperm) and 49 MEGs/8 PEGs for non-dormant seed coat (endosperm). Only 14 MEGs were present in both dormant and non-dormant seed coat. Only 5 MEGs and 3 PEGs have been previously identified in studies using seeds at earlier stages of development.

9 of the MEGs were selected for further analysis. Sanger sequencing experiments using F1 seed from reciprocally crossed parents was used to verify parent-of-origin expression. Interestingly, the parent-of-origin specific expression was dynamic -- with many showing parent-of-origin expression at the dormant stage (10-day after-ripening) and biallelic expression at the non-dormant stage (2-month after-ripening).

As shown in Table 3, many of the dormancy-specific MEGs likely play roles in regulating dormancy/germination. The authors focused on the function of two particularly interesting MEGS -- ALN and CP1.

ALN. As described in Watanabe et al. (2014, Plant Cell Environment, 37:1022) the purine metabolite, allantoin, promotes abscisic acid (ABA) production by activating transcription of a key enzyme for ABA biosynthesis, and by a post-translational activation mechanism. ABA is a major plant hormone that promotes dormancy. The ALN gene encodes allantoin amidohydrolase, which, according to Werner et al. (Plant Physiol 2008, 146:418) degrades allantoin. Consistent with this, *aln* loss-of-function mutations result in increased allantoin production, and increased ABA production.

Comment. I believe that the function of the ALN gene can be more clearly described in the manuscript. Also, only the Watanabe reference is cited, but it is not included in the references.

Importantly, the authors show that the *aln* mutant displays high dormancy relative to wild-type seeds. Thus, the ALN MEG gene is a positive regulator of dormancy.

The authors next raise the issue whether there is an ecotype bias for expression of the MEGs.

Comment. Analysis of expression after reciprocal crosses seemed to point to expression of alleles being controlled by their parent-of-origin, not by their respective ecotypes. So, it seemed that the issue of ecotype bias was already ruled out for gene imprinting.

However, the authors investigated ecotype-biased expression by assessing whether dormancy-specific MEG expression correlates with dormancy levels imposed by a given ecotype. They show that somewhat less than half (23 out of 53) had expression levels that negatively correlate with seed dormancy levels. That is, lower expression is correlated with higher dormancy.

Comment. I believe that the authors are not addressing an ecotype effect that affects the silencing of the paternal allele (gene imprinting). Rather, their clustering results point to a group of genes that conform to the ALN gene model, where lower maternal expression results in higher dormancy (see above).

CP1.

The CP1 gene encodes cysteine protease1, which promotes storage protein decay. CP1 expression is activated upon imbibition, resulting in release of amino acids from storage proteins to be used by the young seedling. CP1 is a MEG whose expression level increases with after-ripening time, but the level of CP1 expression is lower in Cvi (high dormancy) than in Col (high dormancy). Thus, CP1 expression, like ANL and the gene cluster (see above) is negatively correlated with dormancy.

The authors go on to show that the CP1 allele inherited from the maternal parent, and more specifically, the CP1 allele inherited from the maternal gametophyte, promotes decay of *Arabidopsis* seed storage proteins, cruciferins (CRU).

Finally, expression of CP1, like ANL, becomes biallelic as ripening time passes. Thus, the parent-of-origin expression is dynamic.

Discussion.

The authors state, \"Concerning the MEGs and PEGs identified in non-dormant seeds it seems likely that their monoallelic transcription takes place upon seed imbibition, since they were not identified in dormant seeds. It appears therefore that a dedicated developmental program of genomic imprinting is operating in mature seeds upon imbibition.\"

Comment. Have the authors determined that the monoallelic expression occurs during the 36 hr imbibition period? Has an expression time course been carried out? Is it possible that expression occurs late in seed development before seed dessication occurs?

Summary. The authors have discovered a new cluster of novel imprinted genes that provide significant insights into the mechanisms that regulate an important biological process -- the maternal control of seed dormancy. Their data justify the conclusions made in the manuscript. It is likely that further investigation of their parent-of-origin expression will yield novel mechanisms that regulate plant gene imprinting. I recommend that this paper be published in *eLife* after the authors respond to comments and thoroughly rewrite the paper to improve its clarity.

Reviewer \#4:

Firstly I think this is a very interesting study and important because it suggests an actual role for imprinting, which is very welcome, and it shows for the first time that imprinting persists into maturity, and that imprinting is dynamic with respect to dormancy state and environmental temperature during seed maturation. The authors clearly rule out any contamination by maternal tissues of the testa which in any case is well known to be dead at maturity.

My main concern with the current narrative is that imprinted genes contain important germination regulators, notably KAI2, but frustratingly none of these are investigated in any detail such that it is shown that imprinting of these genes affects dormancy in any way. So although the manuscript makes claims about a role of imprinting in dormancy control, these remain hypothetical in my view although it is an interesting possibility. There is therefore no clear relationship between the data gathered that shows that dormancy control is maternal ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and the action of any imprinted genes, and this creates a somewhat confusing narrative. Thus although it was shown that dormancy state affects imprinting, it is not clear that imprinting affects dormancy, and the author has not satisfactorily ruled out that the maternal tissues are affecting dormancy state in CVI x C24 or CVI x Col crosses, which they are well known to do (Debeaujon et al., 2001). In fact [Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} could be removed from the paper without detracting from the study. Proving a role for imprinting in dormancy control could be achieved using kai2 mutants in crosses for instance, but would be a substantial amount of further work.

The opposite is true for storage protein breakdown, where an effect of the maternal allele is clearly shown with very nice data. So there is a part of the study which is really well supported and where imprinting is clearly shown to affect the physiology of germinating seeds. This is a major advance in my view, but ideally should be uncoupled from the dormancy story which with further work could be elaborated into a second interesting manuscript.

10.7554/eLife.19573.039

Author response

\[...\]

However, there are four key areas in which substantial revisions are required:

1\) Verification of the new imprinting phenomenon.

The report of gene imprinting in mature seeds is novel and exciting, but there are several reasons to be cautious about the findings. a) The imprinted genes reported are almost completely different from known imprinted genes. b) There is little overlap between genes imprinted in dormant and non-dormant seeds. c) The imprinting phenomenon is transient. d) Only one replicate for each cross was used. e) Some of the Sanger sequencing chromatograms used for validation are inconsistent. For instance, in [Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, ABCG30 in non-dormant seeds seems mono-allelic and VIM5 in non-dormant seeds seems bi-allelic, unlike stated.

The term "mono-allelic", which we used only a few times in the first version of the manuscript, no longer appears. We much prefer the term "preferential maternal/paternal allele expression", which is now used throughout the text. Indeed, strict monoallelic expression is actually a rare phenomenon (e.g. discussed in Mary Gehring, 2013, Annual Rev. Genet (47:187-208). We define preferential maternal, respectively paternal, allele expression when more than 80%, respectively 60%, of the reads come from the maternal, respectively paternal, alleles.

For ABCG30 the two traces overlap, giving the impression that it is monoallelic. For VIM5, you are probably referring to the "ColxCvi dormant" and "CvixCol non dormant" cases. The yellow trace in the "ColxCvi dormant" case is the maternal allele and its height is consistent with the notion that it represents a minor contribution. Similarly the blue trace in the "CvixCol non dormant" is the maternal allele and also a minor contribution. The VIM5 gene, as well as the ABCG30 (together with other genes) have been reamplified from independent endosperm samples and analyzed by MiSeq ([Figure 2---source data 7](#SD7-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). They confirm ABCG30's dormancy-specific preferential maternal allele expression and VIM5's preferential paternal allele expression.

This kind of inconsistency is also observed in several cases in [Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}.

Please note that by definition only genes maintaining preferential maternal (or paternal) allele expression in both reciprocal crosses are considered to be imprinted. If a gene loses preferential parental allele expression in one of the F1 seeds then we do not consider that it is imprinting (e.g. in the case of SOT12 (At2g03760) we did not observe preferential maternal expression in non-dormant CvixCol F1 seeds).

All the genes shown in [Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"} are now analyzed by MiSeq ([Figure 2---source data 7](#SD7-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

*f) The p-value used to call imprinted genes (0.05) is quite permissive, and likely led to inclusion of false positives.*

We have confirmed imprinting in independent experiments using MiSeq.

g\) The RNA-seq results are not always consistent between reciprocal crosses. For example, CP1 has 5683 maternal vs. 17 paternal reads in Col x Cvi, but only 56 maternal vs. 10 paternal reads in Cvi x Col.

We observed that many of the imprinted genes found in dormant seeds happen to have their expression negatively correlating with seed dormancy levels (e.g. see [Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and, for CP1, [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The differences that you point out are further consistent with this notion: CvixCol F1 seeds, which tend to display dormancy levels more akin to the maternal ecotype Cvi, are more dormant than ColxCvi F1 seeds and express lower maternal allele CP1 expression levels.

h\) Only MEGs specific for the dormant dataset were tested by Sanger sequencing.

We have now included the non-dormant class in the revised manuscript.

For these reasons, it is imperative that the imprinting results are thoroughly verified using a robust, quantitative technique. We suggest RT-PCR of multiple genes from both the dormant and non-dormant datasets, using RNA samples different from those used for RNA-seq, followed by sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq instrument (many PCR products can be multiplexed in one lane).

This is now done in the revised version of the manuscript ([Figure 2---figure supplement 3](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 2---source data 5](#SD5-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A total of 19 genes are further studied: 10 dormant-specific MEGs, 5 non-dormant specific MEGs, 2 MEGs found in dormant and non-dormant datasets and 2 PEGs.

Furthermore, we think it is important to verify parent-of-origin specific expression in mature endosperm using a reporter construct. Because creating a new reporter construct would take a long time, we suggest using the published FWA:GFP reporter.

We collaborated with Drs Daichi Susai and Tetsu Kinoshita to perform this experiment. Their results are shown in [Figure 2---figure supplement 4](#fig2s4){ref-type="fig"}. Note that the observed signal is rather weak, likely due to the low *FWA* expression in the Col ecotype background.

A *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* reporter line was reciprocally crossed with a *pDD65::mtKaede* line (labeling mitochondria). Although broad background fluorescence was visible in the cytosol in both directions of cross, some cells showed nuclear localized green fluorescence that was only detectable in the female *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* cross. For some unknown reason Drs D. Susai and T. Kinoshita observed high background noise in Col-0 x *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* and *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* x Col-0 F1 seeds, which prevented them to detect FWA-GFP signals.

To strengthen these data, we have performed RT-PCR to specifically amplify transgenic *FWA:GFP* cDNA in both *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* x *pDD65::mtKaede* and *pFWA::dFWA-GFP* x Col reciprocal crosses. The results clearly show occurrence of preferential maternal allele expression ([Figure 2---figure supplement 4](#fig2s4){ref-type="fig"}).

In addition to new experiments, please provide more information about the analysis of imprinted genes. Specifically, please include in a supplementary table parent-of-origin RNA-seq counts for all genes, not just those deemed significantly imprinted,

The Materials and methods section gives more details and the supplementary table is now provided in [Figure 2---source data 6](#SD6-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

and please state in the text whether most genes conform to the expected 2:1 maternal/paternal ratio.

The majority of genes conform to the expected 2:1 maternal/paternal ratio. This is shown in [Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}. Also, we noted that hundreds of genes had a high expression bias when present as either Cvi or Col alleles. This is consistent with previous reports analyzing endosperm and embryo gene expression during early embryogenesis (Nodine and Bartel, 2012, Pignata et al. 2014).

Also, please explain in more detail in the methods section how imprinted genes were called, particularly how information from the reciprocal crosses was used.

The Materials and methods give more details about how imprinted genes were called.

2\) A direct functional link between imprinted expression and dormancy.

The reviewers are in agreement that the paper presents evidence for a link between imprinting and dormancy, but not direct evidence that imprinted genes regulate dormancy. The paper shows that maternal control of dormancy cannot be explained by the predominance of maternal genetic material in the endosperm, but this is not proof that imprinted expression controls dormancy. Signals from the maternal seed coat could influence the state of the endosperm, so that even after the seed coat degenerates, how endosperm regulates dormancy may be governed by earlier seed coat signals. Correlation of imprinted gene expression with dormancy can run in either direction: gene expression may influence dormancy, or dormancy can influence gene expression. The gene that was examined in detail, CP1, fits the latter pattern. The effects of the aln mutation were not tested in F1 seeds derived from reciprocal crosses with wild-type, so it remains unclear whether maternal expression of ALN regulates dormancy. Therefore, the title of the paper presently does not accurately reflect the reported findings.

We feel the best way to remedy this would be to show that maternal expression of ALN (or another gene, such as KAI2) regulates dormancy. Depending on the results of these experiments, the paper\'s conclusions may need to be adjusted to reflect a link with dormancy instead of a causative relationship.

We have performed the suggested experiment by examining the dormancy of *aln* x Col and Col x *aln* F1 seeds, which show maternal inheritance of seed dormancy. Furthermore, similarly as we did for *CP1*, we show that this maternal effect involves gametophytic alleles. The results are shown in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.

3\) Quantification of cruciferin (CRU) proteins.

There is concern that the quantification of CRU proteins reported in this paper may not be reliable. First, the loading control for the CRU assays may be inadequate. In [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} another protein band is used as a loading control, but when looking at [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, this band varies greatly between samples. This raises the question of whether there is indeed a depletion of the putative CRUs during dormancy break, or if the low band intensity is due to less total protein being loaded on the gel. Second, reliance on coomassie-stained gels, instead of Western blots, to determine CRU levels may lead to inaccurate CRU quantification. To address these concerns, please include an adequate loading control, and either utilize Western blots or explain why coomassie staining is a reliable method.

We have repeated all the experiments using new and independent seed material and a specific CRU antibody in Western blots ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"} and new [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). For the loading control with use a non-specific band whose intensity remains constant under all developmental and temporal conditions. The new results confirm our previous observations. We have kept the coomassie gel data as a supplementary figure ([Figure 4---figure supplement2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}).

4\) Manuscript readability.

During initial editorial assessment of the manuscript and peer review, a common concern was that the writing presents difficulties even for experts, with descriptions like \"circular\", \"turgid\" and \"repetitive\". Please do your best to improve the logical flow and accessibility of the paper, keeping in mind the broad readership of eLife. To assist you, we are enclosing the original reviews below, which include many suggestions for manuscript improvement.

We are sorry about the bad readability. We have done our best to make it more readable. The Introduction has been rewritten and the Results sections simplified. Of course, we have taken into account the reviewers' suggestions. We hope you will find that the manuscript is now more readable.

Reviewer \#1:

\[...\]This said, this manuscript has substantial weaknesses. The greatest is the absence of unambiguous evidence that imprinting regulates dormancy. The authors show that maternal control of dormancy cannot be explained by the predominance of maternal genetic material in the endosperm, but this is not proof that imprinted expression controls dormancy. Signals from the maternal seed coat could influence the state of the endosperm, so that even after the seed coat degenerates, how endosperm regulates dormancy may be governed by earlier seed coat signals. Correlation of imprinted gene expression with dormancy can run in either direction: gene expression may influence dormancy, or dormancy can influence gene expression. The gene that the authors chose to examine in detail, CP1, fits the latter patterns. The authors state that several of the imprinted genes are known regulators of dormancy -- why didn\'t they test whether maternal expression in the endosperm of one or more of these is important for dormancy? I think this would be the single most important addition to the paper, which would clearly establish that imprinted expression of a particular gene or genes regulates dormancy.

If by dormancy you only mean "lack of germination" then yes, the first version of our manuscript does not provide unambiguous evidence that imprinting regulates dormancy. However, "germination" is only one of many developmental aspects that characterize dormant seeds. One of the aspects is how CRU protein levels are downregulated according to dormancy levels. The *cp1* mutants can be seen as more "dormant" in what concerns their CRU abundance upon imbibition. The reason we focused on *CP1* is because its (imprinted) expression is remarkably specific to the mature endosperm in imbibed dormant seeds. We reasoned that this would give us the best opportunity to detect parent-of-origin effects and indeed gamete-of-origin effects in CRU protein abundance.

In any case we completely agree with you that it would be preferable to also show that imprinted gene expression of a regulator of gene dormancy can also have consequences for germination. We are now including similar experiments for the case of *ALN*, which further support the view that imprinting regulates dormancy. This time the readout is germination percentage rather than CRU abundance ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

The other major weakness, related to the above, is that the manuscript makes for a difficult read. The text is frequently dense, circuitous and repetitive, and the logical thread from dormancy to CP1 is hard to follow.

We hope you will find the new version more readable (see also our comments to the editor and the other reviewers who made a similar critique).

A smaller issue is the lack of any mechanistic insight into how the newly identified genes are imprinted. This is probably beyond the scope of this manuscript, but the authors could at least check if the new imprinted genes are enriched in DME-catalyzed DMRs or PcG targets (as measured by H3K27me3).

We are fully aware that the work leaves aside the mechanistic aspects of the observed imprinting. We are working on this issue and we plan to report about our findings in a future manuscript. We think that mechanistic aspects are beyond the scope of this work.

Reviewer \#2:

In this work, Piskurewicz et al. report that maternal regulation of seed dormancy in Arabidopsis may be caused by the differential expression of maternal and paternal alleles in the endosperm (imprinted genes). This finding is novel and exciting; however, I have several concerns that require to be addressed to fully support this major claim.

1\) One major concern with this work is the lack of details for the analysis of imprinted genes. Apparently no replicates have been generated, limiting the value of the analysis. It is also not clear how many genes follow the expected ratio of two maternal to one paternal and how many deviate. Furthermore, how many genes are commonly imprinted in reciprocal crosses and how many are not? The data provided in [Figure 2---source data 6](#SD6-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} do not allow to extract this information, partly because the labelling of the columns is incomplete, partly because only selected genes are shown.

We would rather not discuss the genes that appear to have preferential parental allele expression in only one of the two reciprocal crosses. Indeed, in these cases we do know whether these genes are imprinted or whether they correspond to a gene with an accession expression bias. Nevertheless, these genes are now accessible in the new [Figure 2---source data 6](#SD6-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Other issues are addressed in the new version of the manuscript:

a\) RT-PCR products of candidate MEGs and PEGs (dormant and non-dormant case) were performed using independent endosperm material

b\) We include a new figure showing that most genes conform to the expected 2:1 maternal/paternal ratio.

c\) The labeling of the column was completed

d\) The material and method section was improved.

2\) To provide convincing proof that genes are specifically maternally expressed in the endosperm after imbibition, reporter genes should be tested. There are published reporters for e.g. FWA that could be used for this analysis.

This experiment is now included in [Figure 2---figure supplement 4](#fig2s4){ref-type="fig"}.

3\) The authors do not provide genetic evidence that the identified imprinted genes have a role in seed dormancy. Even if there is indeed a cluster of MEGs whose expression correlates with the dormancy status of different Arabidopsis accessions (and their hybrids), it is not possible to distinguish what is cause and consequence. It is possible that those genes are expressed because dormancy was broken rather than their expression being the cause for the break in dormancy. For instance, the authors propose that the differential expression of CP1, a MEG, may be involved in dormancy due to its potential role in protein storage decay. However, cp1 mutant seeds do not seem to have different dormancy levels compared to WT. Therefore, while there may be a correlation between the expression of certain MEGs and dormancy levels, there is no evidence in this work for a functional link between the two.

Please also see our comments to reviewer \#1. *cp1* mutants are "more dormant" from the perspective of CRU protein abundance since they retain higher CRU abundance over time upon seed imbibition relative to WT. If by dormancy you only mean "lack of germination" then we agree with you. However, we tend to view absence of germination as only a particular aspect of dormancy (as stated in the Introduction).

In any case, we have now included a study, similar to the one performed for *CP1*, describing the case of *ALN*, which negatively regulates dormancy from the aspect of germination.

4\) I also have major concerns regarding the analysis of cruciferin (CRU) levels in this manuscript. Unlike stated by the authors, Barthole et al. (2014) do not rely on coomassie-stained gels to determine CRU levels, but instead make use of anti-CRU antibodies in a Western-blot. This raises the question of how can the authors in this manuscript distinguish CRUs from other abundant proteins? Furthermore, there is no adequate loading control for the assays. In [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} the authors make use of another protein band for loading control, but when looking at [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, this band varies greatly between samples. This raises the question of whether there is indeed a depletion of the putative CRUs during dormancy break, or if the low band intensity is due to less total protein being loaded on the gel. In my view, these two points raise major questions on whether the CRU-related data is reliable.

We have repeated these experiments using new seed material and a specific antibody. See also our comments to the editor. Results are shown in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.

5\) The chromatograms for the Sanger sequencing are sometimes dubious. For instance, in [Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, ABCG30 in non-dormant seeds seems mono-allelic and VIM5 in non-dormant seeds seems bi-allelic, unlike stated. This kind of inconsistency is also observed in several cases in [Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}.

Please see our comments to the editor.

6\) Why were only MEGs specific for the dormant dataset tested by Sanger sequencing?

This is due to our particular interest in seed dormancy. We now include more data for the non-dormant dataset ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---figure supplement 3](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 2---source data 5](#SD5-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

7\) The effect of aln on dormancy should be tested in F1 seeds derived from reciprocal crosses with wild-type to test whether the mutant phenotype has a maternal origin.

We performed these experiments and we do indeed detect maternal effects. Please see [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}for details.

Reviewer \#3:

Recently harvested seeds are often dormant and fail to germinate when they are imbibed. It is well-known that the maternal parent plays a major role in establishing dormancy, and that mature endosperm, a single layer of cells between the embryo and maternal testa cell layers, is essential for dormancy. Different Arabidopsis accessions display different levels of seed dormancy. C24 has low dormancy and Cvi has high dormancy, and the differences are quite dramatic. After a short 5-day after-ripening period, neither C24 or Cvi seeds germinate after 72 hrs imbibition. After an intermediate after-ripening period (25 days), full germination of C24 occurs, while almost no Cvi seeds germinate. Both C24 seeds and Cvi seeds after a long after-ripening period (6 months). The authors used these dormancy differences between C24 and Cvi to show that:

The maternal parent determines the level of seed dormancy. That is, F1 seed from C24xCvi have low seed dormancy to C24, and F1 seed from CvixC24 have high seed dormancy equivalent to Cvi.

The maternal bias is not due to the endosperm\'s 2:1 ratio of maternal:paternal chromosomes. That is F1 progeny C24xCvitetraploid and CvixC24tetraploid had similar levels of dormancy as F1 progeny between diploid parents.

These results motivated them to determine whether gene imprinting might underlie the maternal inheritance of seed dormancy.

Comment. Throughout the manuscript, the authors use the word \"gene imprinting\". However, the issue of whether a gene imprint exists that distinguish maternal versus paternal alleles is never addressed. Therefore, although it is OK to use the phrase gene imprinting, I think the phrase parent-of-origin gene expression should also be incorporated into the paper.

OK, we introduced this phrase in the Introduction as follows:

"Imprinting gene expression, also called genomic imprinting, is the preferential expression of a given parental allele over the other. Such parent-of-origin gene expression is observed in both mammals and flowering plants, which share the habit of nourishing the embryo through a sexually derived tissue (Pires and Groniklaus, 2014)."

The authors convincingly show that the seed coat (endosperm + testa) can be used to isolate endosperm RNA that will be used to identify parent-of-origin gene expression in the endosperm because the testa contributes little mRNA.

For the high-throughput RNA-seq experiments, the authors replaced C24 with Col, which is considered to be a low dormancy accession. Following a short after-ripening period of 10 days, 40% of ColxCvi F1 seeds germinated whereas only 1% of CvixCol F1 seeds germinated. ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). When intermediately after-ripened for 20 days, about 80% of ColxCvi F1 seeds germinated whereas only 10% of CvixCol F1 seeds germinated.

Comment. In the Material and Methods section, the authors state, \"ColxCvi and CvixCol seeds were harvested the same day and after-ripened for 10 days (dormant seeds) or for 2 months (non-dormant seeds). Total RNA samples were isolated from seed coats (n=200) dissected 36 hours after seed imbibition.\"

This sentence should be moved into the body of the text because it clearly defines what is meant by \"dormant seeds\" and \"non-dormant\" seeds, terminology that is first used in subsection "Dormancy-specific genomic imprinting in the endosperm" paragraph seven for \"dormant\" CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds, and \"non dormant\" CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds.

In the first submitted version of the manuscript we referred to the dormancy of CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds slightly earlier ("RNA was extracted from seed coats dissected from dormant and non-dormant CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds 36h upon seed imbibition ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).").

However, we agree with you that it is helpful to better define in the main text how we generated this seed material. In the second submitted version of the text we write: "*ColxCvi and CvixCol seeds were harvested the same day and after-ripened for 10 days (dormant seeds) or for 2 months (non-dormant seeds). Total RNA samples were extracted from the endosperm (n=200) of dormant and non-dormant CvixCol and ColxCvi F1 seeds 36h upon seed imbibition ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).*"

It should be noted that after 10 days of ripening, 40% of the ColxCvi F1 seeds germinated and 60% did not, so they are a mixture of approximately equal numbers of dormant and non-dormant seeds. Perhaps the authors could explain why this time point was chosen.

Please note that in [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, germination is scored at 72h. In reality all seeds are still dormant as they did not germinate at earlier time points (36 hours). Overall this seed population is still more dormant than Col.

Furthermore, we knew from previous experiments that certain genes regulating dormancy are not detectable in freshly harvested seeds (no after-ripening) relative to more after-ripened seeds (e.g. as in the case of *CP1*). We therefore reasoned that by choosing a substantial amount of after-ripening time that is partially breaking dormancy we would have a higher chance to identify imprinted dormancy genes.

Although it is likely that at 2 months all ColxCvi and CvixCol F1 seeds are non-dormant, the authors never show data supporting this, and only present the 6-month after-ripening data (see above).

The reason we show 6 months of after-ripening in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} is because that is what is needed in order to break Cvi dormancy. Indeed, the ColxCvi and CvixCol F1 seeds are no longer dormant after 2 months.

The authors identified candidate imprinted genes by high-throughput sequencing RNA from F1 hybrid seeds; using SNPs to distinguish parent-of-origin expression.

They identified 67 MEGs/4 PEGs in dormant seed coat (endosperm) and 49 MEGs/8 PEGs for non-dormant seed coat (endosperm). Only 14 MEGs were present in both dormant and non-dormant seed coat. Only 5 MEGs and 3 PEGs have been previously identified in studies using seeds at earlier stages of development.

9 of the MEGs were selected for further analysis. Sanger sequencing experiments using F1 seed from reciprocally crossed parents was used to verify parent-of-origin expression. Interestingly, the parent-of-origin specific expression was dynamic -- with many showing parent-of-origin expression at the dormant stage (10-day after-ripening) and biallelic expression at the non-dormant stage (2-month after-ripening).

As shown in Table 3, many of the dormancy-specific MEGs likely play roles in regulating dormancy/germination. The authors focused on the function of two particularly interesting MEGS -- ALN and CP1.

ALN. As described in Watanabe et al. (2014, Plant Cell Environment, 37:1022) the purine metabolite, allantoin, promotes abscisic acid (ABA) production by activating transcription of a key enzyme for ABA biosynthesis, and by a post-translational activation mechanism. ABA is a major plant hormone that promotes dormancy. The ALN gene encodes allantoin amidohydrolase, which, according to Werner et al. (Plant Physiol 2008, 146:418) degrades allantoin. Consistent with this, aln loss-of-function mutations result in increased allantoin production, and increased ABA production.

Comment. I believe that the function of the ALN gene can be more clearly described in the manuscript. Also, only the Watanabe reference is cited, but it is not included in the references.

We have now included more information about Allantoinase by describing its house-keeping role in the purine degradation pathway as well as its emerging role in the plant's responses to stress. In this context ALN was shown to regulate ABA synthesis by Watanabe et al. 2014. This reference is now included in the list of references. Thank you.

Importantly, the authors show that the aln mutant displays high dormancy relative to wild-type seeds. Thus, the ALN MEG gene is a positive regulator of dormancy.

The authors next raise the issue whether there is an ecotype bias for expression of the MEGs.

Comment. Analysis of expression after reciprocal crosses seemed to point to expression of alleles being controlled by their parent-of-origin, not by their respective ecotypes. So, it seemed that the issue of ecotype bias was already ruled out for gene imprinting.

However, the authors investigated ecotype-biased expression by assessing whether dormancy-specific MEG expression correlates with dormancy levels imposed by a given ecotype. They show that somewhat less than half (23 out of 53) had expression levels that negatively correlate with seed dormancy levels. That is, lower expression is correlated with higher dormancy.

Comment. I believe that the authors are not addressing an ecotype effect that affects the silencing of the paternal allele (gene imprinting). Rather, their clustering results point to a group of genes that conform to the ALN gene model, where lower maternal expression results in higher dormancy (see above).

We are not sure we understand your comment. We think there are two things that need to be distinguished:

Firstly, imprinted genes are those whose preferential parental allele expression is observed in both sets of seeds arising from reciprocal crosses. Thus, the identification of an imprinted gene is independent of its expression levels (of course genes with too low expression are discarded for this analysis).

Secondly, one can next be interested by the expression of these genes according to environmental cues (e.g. cold) or ecotype. Our point is that a substantial fraction of dormancy-specific MEGs happens to have high expression in Col, which has low dormancy levels, and low expression in Cvi, which has high dormancy levels. Furthermore, cold, which increases dormancy in both ecotypes, diminishes expression in both cases. These observations suggested to us (our model) that the maternal allele regulates dormancy levels by imposing expression levels of dormancy genes that is characteristic of the maternal ecotype. These levels would be further regulated by temperature during seed development.

CP1.

*The CP1 gene encodes cysteine protease1, which promotes storage protein decay. CP1 expression is activated upon imbibition, resulting in release of amino acids from storage proteins to be used by the young seedling. CP1 is a MEG whose expression level increases with after-ripening time, but the level of CP1 expression is lower in Cvi (high dormancy) than in Col (high dormancy). Thus, CP1 expression, like ANL and the gene cluster (see above) is negatively correlated with dormancy.*

The authors go on to show that the CP1 allele inherited from the maternal parent, and more specifically, the CP1 allele inherited from the maternal gametophyte, promotes decay of Arabidopsis seed storage proteins, cruciferins (CRU).

Finally, expression of CP1, like ANL, becomes biallelic as ripening time passes. Thus, the parent-of-origin expression is dynamic.

Discussion.

The authors state, \"Concerning the MEGs and PEGs identified in non-dormant seeds it seems likely that their monoallelic transcription takes place upon seed imbibition, since they were not identified in dormant seeds. It appears therefore that a dedicated developmental program of genomic imprinting is operating in mature seeds upon imbibition.\"

Comment. Have the authors determined that the monoallelic expression occurs during the 36 hr imbibition period? Has an expression time course been carried out? Is it possible that expression occurs late in seed development before seed dessication occurs?

In the first version of the manuscript ([Figure 4---figure supplement 6](#fig4s6){ref-type="fig"}, now [Figure 4---figure supplement 8](#fig4s8){ref-type="fig"}) we monitor *CP1* mRNA abundance over time upon seed imbibition (time points: 24h, 48h, 72h). The expression increases while remaining preferentially maternal. This strongly suggests that at least for the case of *CP1*, imprinted gene expression occurs de novo upon imbibition and therefore is not only a carry over from developing seeds.

We did not monitor *CP1* expression during seed development and we cannot rule out that *CP1* is expressed during seed development. However, when seeds are dormant, *CP1* expression is undetectable. This rules out that the detected *CP1* expression corresponds to that already present in dry dormant seeds.

Summary. The authors have discovered a new cluster of novel imprinted genes that provide significant insights into the mechanisms that regulate an important biological process -- the maternal control of seed dormancy. Their data justify the conclusions made in the manuscript. It is likely that further investigation of their parent-of-origin expression will yield novel mechanisms that regulate plant gene imprinting. I recommend that this paper be published in eLife after the authors respond to comments and thoroughly rewrite the paper to improve its clarity.

We hope the new version is now more readable.

Reviewer \#4:

\[...\]

My main concern with the current narrative is that imprinted genes contain important germination regulators, notably KAI2, but frustratingly none of these are investigated in any detail such that it is shown that imprinting of these genes affects dormancy in any way. So although the manuscript makes claims about a role of imprinting in dormancy control, these remain hypothetical in my view although it is an interesting possibility. There is therefore no clear relationship between the data gathered that shows that dormancy control is maternal ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and the action of any imprinted genes, and this creates a somewhat confusing narrative. Thus although it was shown that dormancy state affects imprinting, it is not clear that imprinting affects dormancy, and the author has not satisfactorily ruled out that the maternal tissues are affecting dormancy state in CVI x C24 or CVI x Col crosses, which they are well known to do (Debeaujon et al., 2001). In fact [Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} could be removed from the paper without detracting from the study. Proving a role for imprinting in dormancy control could be achieved using kai2 mutants in crosses for instance, but would be a substantial amount of further work.

We would like to keep [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} since it is the observation that initiated the study. We use this figure to explain the different scenarios that could explain our observations, which include gene dose effects, maternal tissue effects and imprinting.

A role for imprinting in dormancy was strongly suggested by our experiments with *aln* mutants (see [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

The opposite is true for storage protein breakdown, where an effect of the maternal allele is clearly shown with very nice data. So there is a part of the study which is really well supported and where imprinting is clearly shown to affect the physiology of germinating seeds. This is a major advance in my view, but ideally should be uncoupled from the dormancy story which with further work could be elaborated into a second interesting manuscript.

See our comments to the other reviewers above).

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work.
